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Abstract

In this study, female-centred psychological research and theory hras

examined in order to develop a conceptualization of the identity
Íssues Ín females wíth eating disorders that is grounded in the

study of female Iife. The cultural pressure for women to be thin,

the cultural valuation of separation and autonomy and the cultural
image of the ideal $¡oman v¡ere examined for their role(s) in these

identity difficulties. It was thought that a female-centred

conceptualization of these identity issues that takes into account

relevant social forces might lead to suggestions for therapy that

could be particularly valid for females with eating dÍsorders. It
hras found that identity issues in females with eating disorders

centre around a failure in the elaboration of an ident,ity that is
embedded in relational connection. This failure in the elaboration

of a relational self v¡as found to originate within problematic

primary attachments in which self development was hindered. The

cultural pressure for women to be thin, the cultural valuation of

separation and autonomy, and the cultural image of the ideal woman

have been identified as unsupportive of female identity
development. The convergence of these cultural forces with failed
relational self development was found to put v¡omen at risk for
developing eating disorders. Relational strategies in which

female, identity development may be fostered appear to be valid for
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INTRODUCTION

Statement of the problem

Recent research and theoretical formurations in the

area of femare psychology point to the tendency ín females

to develop a more fluid sense of personal identity than

males, (Baker-Miller L977; Bograd, L987¡ Chodorow, L97B;

i.989; GilIigan, t982; SaIzman, L990¡ Steiner-Adair, 1990).

It is suggested that this developmentalr gender-related

disposition arises out of a particular social context, which

is described as patriarchal, (Baker-I'Iirler , !977 ¡ chodorow

1"978, L989). rn this paper the following questions wirr be

addressed:

L. How can we conceptualize female self-concept as an

etiological factor in eating disorders relying on what

femare-centered psychorogicar research and theory telr us

about female psychological identity?
2. Various reports suggest a major increase in the

incidence of eating disorders among femares of the western

world over approximately the last twenty-five years, (Bruch,

L979; Schwartz, Thompson and Johnson, L982¡ Steiner-Adair,
l-990; Streigel-Moore, Silberstein and Rodin, j-986; lrlooIey

and g,Ioorey, L984 ) . Three curturar f orces are identi f ied as

contributing to this increase. These are (a) the cultural
pressure for women to be thin, (Bruch, t979¡ Schwartz,
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Thompson and Johnson, L982¡ Steiner-Adair, 1990t Streigel-

Ivloore, Siberstein and Rodin, 1986; Wooley and WooIey , L984 ) ;

(b) the cultural valuation of separation and autonomy,

(Steiner-Adair, 1990t Streigel-Moore, Silberstein, and

Rodin, L986); and (c) the cultural image of the ideal v¡oman,

(Steiner-Àdair, 1990). What roles do these cultural factors

play in the identity struggles typically experienced by

females with eating disorders?

3. Are there any suggestions f'ot therapy that appear

to have validity for women with eating disorders?

eackground and Significance of the problem

e major increase in the incÍdence of the eating

disorderS anorexia nervosa and bulimia, reported almost

exclusively in whÍte females of the developed western world

over approximately the last 25 years has been observed,

(Bruch, L979¡ Schwartz, Thompson and Johnson L982; steiner-

Adair, L990; Streigel-t'toore, SilbersteÍn and Rodin, L986,

SzekeIy, L988).

.Anorexia nervosa is commonly identified by the

following c1Ínical features:

(i) an intense fear of weight gain and of becoming fat,

despite reaching a severely low body weight, and ín the face

of continuing and wiIlful weight lossi

( ii ¡ a distorted body image through which the individual

perceives her body to be fat, while in fact it, is in a state

of emaciation;
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( iii ) the continuing refusal to regain weight to a healthy

level;
(iv) the absence of medical reasons that would account fot

the extreme weight lossi
(v) a loss of at least L5% of one's normal body weight;

(vi ) the cessation of menstruation for at least three

consecutive months (DSM III' L980; DSM III-R, L987).

Standard diagnostic crÍteria for bulimia is identified

as follows:
(í) recurring binge-eating involving the ingestion of

unusual-Iy large amounts of food within a relatively short

time, ât least twice a week over a minimum three month

period;

( ii ) a feeling of being unable to control the bingeing

behaviour, along with an ahtareness of this behaviour as

abnormal, and a fear of being unable to control or to stop

it;
(iii) a persistent concern with body weight and shape;

(iv) the presence of feelings of depression and thoughts of

self-deprecation following the binges;

(v) the absence of medical factors that would account for

the bulimia;

(vi) at }east three of the following symptons:

the consumption of hígh calorie, easily ingested food

during binges;

secretiveness concerning the bingeing behaviour;
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the termination of a binge only by outside

interruption, abdominal pain, sleep and/or self-induced

vomi t ing ;

repeated attempts at weight loss or at preventing

weight gain by extreme restrictive eating, use of

diuretics, vomiting and/or vigorous exercíse (DSM III,

1980; DSM III-R , L9B7 ) .

Despite differences in the clinical features between

the two "disorders", they are not altogether separate and

distinct phenomena (National Eating Disorders Information

Centre INEDIC], 1988). Both are characterized by an extreme

preoccupation with body weight and image and a related

preoccupation with food. These preoccupations are

underlined by a strong desire to be thin and a powerful fear

of becoming fat. As well, in both "disorders" we typically

see low self-esteem, and a profound sense of personal

ineffectiveness with conseguent struggles around control
(NEDIC, L988). Often, the eating disorder reflects the Iack

of a sense of identÍty (Coniglio, l-989 ) .

Various etiological factors of eating disorders are

cited throughout the literature, (Garner and Garfinkel,

L982), such as dysfunctional family patterns (Minuchin,

Rosman and Baker, L978), a history of childhood abuse

(ConigIio, L989; Curtois, L9B8), intrapsychic conflict and

disturbed ego functÍoning (Sours, L985) and sociological

factors (Szekely, L988). Also included among the frequently
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discussed contributing factors to the emergence of eating
disorders in indíviduals is a diffuse psychorogical identity
( Bruch , L973 ¡ 1,979; Minuchin, et â1 . , L97B; Conger and

Peterson, L984¡ Garfinkel and Garner, Igg2l.
Typically, clinical descriptions and theoretical

formulatíons portray sufferers of eating disorders as

lacking in a crear sense of psychorogica]- identity; that is,
an identity which is rooted in a sense of serf as a separate

and autonomous indívidual. Hence, a separate, autonomous

serf is seen as a sign of psychologicar hearth and maturíty.
Conversely, a more f1uid, diffuse identity is viewed as

immature and problematic.

According to Bruch (L973) and Sours (1979,) for example,

anorexics are characterized by a distinct rack of a sense of
self as a separate individual who is able to assert
independent decÍsions, accomplishments and control over her

own life. Bruch (1973) points out that feelings of
exploitation and of being unabre to ríve for themserves are

common to girls and women with anorexia. strugglÍng to
appear perfect, pârticularly in Lhe eyes of others, the

individual with anorexia tends not to experience herserf as

a clearly autonomous and separate person.

As a manífestation of diffuse ídentity, the person with
an eating disorder is excessively focused on external cues

and controls from others, and so is often described as

unable to recognize and appropriately respond to her own
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physiological and psychological cues (Bruch, t979¡ Garfinkel

and Garner, 1982),. Thus, it is not surprising to observe

that individuals with eating disorders are very watchful of

others watching them. This watchfulness is generally

attributed to individual pathology or to the pathological

functíoning of the family of Lhe person with the eating

disorder (Bruch, L979¡ Minuchin, €t â1., L978; Sours, I979]-.

Various writers observe that influential theories of

developmental psychology point to separation, autonomy and

the achievement of firm psychologícaI boundaries as crucial
goals of normal development (eg. Bograd, L987¡ Chodorow,

L978; GiIligan, L982¡ Josselson, 1990; Steiner-Adair, l-990).

For example, Freud's psychosexual theory of development

holds emotional detachment from one's parents to be a

necessary task of adolescence that must be negotiated on the

path to adult maturity (Freud in Muus, L9BZ). Erikson's

psychosocial theory of development stresses individuation

and autonomy as necessary in the progression toward the

formation of a mature, healthy, adult ego identity.
Moreover, Erikson tells us that in the course of normal

development, the formation of identity precedes t,he capacity

for intimacy (Erikson, t968). In both of these theories on

human psychological development, development means

separatíon, and separation is viewed as a necessary and

integral component of the process of achieving a clear sense

of identity. Thus, the developmental ideal is conceived of
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as an identity that is grounded in separateness.

FamiIy systems theory and therapy have also developed

concepts to discuss identity issues and development. These

concepts, "fusion" and "enmeshment" have come to be used

almost interchangeably, despite the fact that each

originated from a different famiry systems theorist. whire

fusion is intended to describe an individuar with a diffuse
identity, enmeshment refers to a rerationship between two or

more persons that is defined by diffuse interpersonal
boundaries, such that the members of that rerationship are

constrained from becoming autonomous individuals, each with
a sense of self that is clear, and separate.

" Fusion" \¡¡as adopted by Bowen as part of his
conceptuarization of hearthy hunan deveropment. rn this
model, Bowen conceives of individual development on a

continuum. ^A,t one end of this continuum is the

differentiated self who, having developed clear ego

boundaries, is able to sustain relative separation of
emotion and intellect. Such an individual functions
primarily on the basis of logic rather than intense emotion

and relationship demands. As Bowen describes, this
individual acts autonomously. This differentiated,
autonomously functioning serf is presented as the ideal
standard for human development (Bowen, L97L¡ 1978).

At the opposite end of this continuum stands the fused

individual. Lacking a crear sense of serf as a separate,
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autonomous person, this individual is motivated

predominantly by feelings and intuitíon as opposed to

consistency of reason. As r.¡elÌ, such an individual is

viewed as overly relationship oriented, beÍng too responsive

to others, and inappropriately concerned with receiving

approval from others. This orientation to other is seen as

being a reflection of diffuse selflother boundarÍes.

According to Bowenian theory, then, the fused individual is

ín need of moving toward greater differentiation in order to

achieve optimum psychological health and maturity (Bowen,

I97L; L978 ) .

"Enmeshment" derives from Minuchin's structural family

therapy. He focuses on familial interpersonal transactional

patterns as determínants of whether an individual's

functioning is healthy or dysfunctional (Minuchin, L974¡

L981). Thus, in his research on persons with anorexia, the

difficulties of these individuals are examined in the

immediate fanily context in which they occur, and are

understood as an integral and purposeful part of that

family's interactional process (Minuchin, Rosman and Baker,

L978). Minuchin et aI. (L978 ) define enmeshed personal

boundaries as a key characteristic of the overall

functioning of a family of a person with anorexia, and hence

of the individual with anorexia.

In the enmeshed family system, interpersonal boundaries

are poorly differentiated and easily crossed.



Overinvolvement among family members is high, and so

individuality and differentiation are discouraged for the

sake of the f arnily system ( Minuchin, L917 ) .

The individual in the highly enmeshed family is lost.

The diffuse interpersonal boundaries seriously hinder the

development of individual autonomy and ídentity. Lack of

privacy and over-emphasÍs on sharing and togetherness at the

expense of individual differentiatíon is also said to typify

the f amily of a person with anorexia (I'IÍnuchin et âI. ,

L978). Intrusion on each other's thoughts and feelings, and

poorly differentiated perceptions of self and of each other

are also held to be characteristic of this famÍIy (Minuchin

et êf. , L978 ) .

rt is generally within the family system that

individual identity develops. The way in which the family

functions affects and defines the child's growth,

particularly in terms of autonomy and identity. As the

chitd gro\trs and her/ll.ís needs change, familial patterns of

functioning must adapt to these changes if the child is to

become more able to govern herlhimself through increasingly

independent decision-making and self-contro1.

According to Minuchin et aI. (l-978 ) , the child with

anorexia has developed within a highly enmeshed system,

facing powerful family forces which act to suppress the

growth of autonomous, individual identity. In such a

family, emphasis is on closeness in interpersonal contact,
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with Ioyalty and protection superseding autonomy and self-
realization. The self is subordinated, and the person with

anorexia learns that the main reward from any activíty or

interpersonal contact is approval.

Typícally dependent on parental assessment and

approval, the individual with anorexia shows great Ioyalty
to fanily values, and lacks in the development of herlhis
own. FamíIy expectations are extremely important; failure
to meet these resurts in guirt and shame as part of parental

punishment (Minuchin, et â1., L978).

The young girl/woman with anorexia tends, then, to seek

proximity as one of the most important elements in
relationships with others. She learns to subordinate

herself for the more esteemed aims of loyalty and

protection. Her primary motivation in rearning and seekíng

new areas of competence and skílls is love and approval,

rather than knowledge and autonomy, (Minuchin, et â1.,
L978). Thus, â person whose identity is enmeshed with
others sacrifices individual autonomy for the sake of

connection. The choice of connection over autonomy is thus

viewed as dysfunctional.

It seems evident, then, that established theories of
developmental psychology and family systems theory share the

position that separation, individuation and autonomy are

centrar to the deveropment of a hearthy, mature identity,
and that connection and dependence threaten such
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development, and indeed indicate developmental failure or

dysfunction. rt is therefore not surprísing that

established and apparently influential perspectives on the

issue of identity in eating disorders, such as those cited

above, view the identity struggles in eating disorders as

pathological ¡ têsulting in part from a failure to separate

and indivíduate, and evidenced by over responsiveness to

others as well as diffuse (or fluid) selflother boundaries'

In view of this, it is interesting to note that

commonly, descriptions of females ín the clinical settÍng

abound wit,h such tabels aS "enmeshed boundaries", "diffuSe

identíty" and "poor personal bOundaries". TheSe terms are

used more frequently to describe females, and at best

connote an undesirable, if not downright pathological

quality (Bograd, l-987 ) . Moreover, the nature of one ' s

psychologicat identity and self-concept that is suggested by

these labeIs has traditionally not been examined in relation

to the larger context in which such an identity develops.

VfhiIe it may be argued that fanily systems theory does

indeed focus on eating dísorders in context, in fact thís

perspective is limited in scope as it tends not to take

serious consideration of context beyond the immediate'

seemingly idiosyncratic functioning of the family. A more

comprehensive examination of the psychosocial context in

which eating disorders and their accompanying identity

issues emerge should take place if a more complete picture
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of the etiology of this predominantry femare phenomenon is
to be achieved.

In more recent years, work in the area of female

psychology suggests that what is often called "fusion,',
t'enmeshment, " ttdif fuse identity" or "dif fuse personal

boundaries", is in fact a rerationar tendency that ís common

amongst females and moreover tends to be central to female

identity in patriarchal cultures (Baker MiIler, L977¡

Bograd, L987¡ Chodorow, L978, Gilligan LïBZ; Steiner-Adair,
1_990 ) .

Baker Miller (L977) finds the field of psychology

lacking in its representation of female experience and

development. she sees femare development as different from

that of males as a resurt of the patriarchar structure of
society in which femares are subordinate to males. rt is
this social order which gives rise to differential
developmental experience, and consequently to a female sense

of serf that is centred in affiliatÍon and in serving the

needs of others. Female maturity, unlike that of the mare,

does not mean a separate and autonomous sense of serf; Baker

Miller proposes that more permeable ego boundaries are part
and parcel of what constitutes a healthy sense of serf in
females.

Chodorow ( 1978 ), elucidates how the preponderance of
enmeshed femares with diffuse identities can be understood

by examining famiry structure which functions as a microcosm
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of the society of whích it ís a component part. Through

careful examinations of object-relational events in a

child's early developmental years, she shows how the

potential for a Iess firmly differentiated identity and the

enmeshed relational style which reflects this identity,

arise from, and are inherent in female psychological

development in the context of present social arrangements in

which women assume the role of primary nurturer and

caretaker. As a result of this social order, female

children develop within a context of care and connectedness,

as their primary caretaker is their same-sexed parent. In

order to develop their female identities, they identify with

nother in an ongoing, fluid relationship; they remain

connected and individuation takes place within a relaLional

framework of connectedness. ltale children on the other

hand, assert their male identity through separation which

involves ". . . a more defensive firming of ego boundaries"

(Chodorow, 1-978, p. L67 ) .

GiIligan, (L982') too, examines female identity, and in

contrast to Erikson's stage theory of development in which

the achievement of identity precedes the capacity for
íntimacy, finds that in women identity and intimacy are

inextrícably linked. rn her study of moral development and

self-concept, she finds that v¡omen's self-descriptions are

infused with concern for connection and caring (L982). Even

women who are successful in the professional arena do not
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refer to their career achievements in their self-

descriptions, except at times to express a sense of conflict

between the importance of relationships and responsiveness

to others on the one hand, and the denands of career on the

other. In contrast, she finds that men's self-descriptions

reflect a more clearly differentiated sense of self that is

defined primarily through indivídual activity and

achievement, and under which the theme of connection is

subsumed (GiIIigan, L982). Again, a more diffuse sense of

self is found to be central to mature female identity.

From her research on differences in identity

development among women, Josselson (L990), deIíneates four

pathways to identity achievement, each of which arrives at a

different identity status. StiIl, she, too, finds that

regardless of the status of identity, connection prevails

over separateness as being central to the self-concept in

women. White the differences between the four identity

groups ". . . rest on the continuum of separation-

individuation (Josselson, L990, p. t69)," separation is

conceived of as the task of simultaneously becoming

different and maintaining connection, rather than merely a

problem of becoming separate and different.

Steiner-Adair (L990), finds that where adolescent girls

have a sense of self rooted in connection to self and to

others, and where additionally they value that connected

self and envisíon it as a model of adult maturity, then
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these girls are significantly less Iikely to develop an

eating disorder. This research lends credence to the view

that a more fused identity, centred in connection with
others is characteristic of normar identity deveropment in
women.

Taking these observations into account, the case can

then be made that an enmeshed identity and its accompanying

enmeshed relational style in females may be more of a social
fact than a crinicar disturbance. This is not to discount

that an identity that tends toward enmeshment or fusion does

not hord the potentiar for personal difficurties. However,

given our psychosocial context, the incidence of highly
enmeshed identities in females with eating disorders may

speak more of the nature of our culture rather than indicate
a pathology whose genesis is somehow located within the

individual.

rf the context of individual development is of import

in the shaping of that development, then an understanding of
the problen of identity in females with eating disorders
ought to incorporate an anarysis of significant social
forces which function both to shape femare identíty as werr

as to present it with particurar dilemmas and confrict. Às

a dramatic rise in eating disorders is specifically
occurring at this time in history, and as the lack of a

differentiated psychological identity is frequentry observed

to be a feature of eating disorders, the question of how
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contemporary pressures for women to be thin may be related

to the rise in eating disorders and to the characteristic

identity struggles seen in these disorders presents itself.

Moreover, if female identity is indeed centred in

connection, it may then be most relevant to consider the

cultural valuation of separation and autonomy as a

significant factor in the etiology of eating disorders.

Finally, the cultural pressure to be thin and the cultural

valuation of separation and autonomy are identified as two

central features of the cultural image of the ideal v¡oman

(Steiner-Adaír, l-990; Szekely, L988). Therefore, this

contemporary cultural ideal of womanhood may play a

significant part in the identity issues of femal-es who

develop eating disorders.

Rationale for Approach

The difficulties around ídentity that are found to

characterize females with eating disorders have been

conceptualized largely on the basis of psychological theory

which has evolved from research into male life. As eating

disorders has been found to be a predominantly female

phenomenon, the development of a conceptualization that is

grounded in female-centered psychological research and

theory is warranted.

Scooe of the Thesis

As females comprise approximately 90? of those with

eating disorders (NEDIC, 19BB), they are the population of
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concern for this study.

Given that varying degrees of concern with one's r¡reight

and body shape seem to be present in most girls and women,

eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa and burimia may be

seen as existing on the far end of a continuum of weight
preoccupation in women. From this perspective, anorexia

nervosa and buli¡nia are but extreme manifestations of weight,

and body-image concerns, (Brown, L990). Whi1e this study is
directed at these extreme forms of weight preoccupation, the

writer recognizes that in responding to the questions around

which this thesis is centred, the issue of weight

preoccupation is to some degree, ãrthough not whorly, beíng

addressed.

eeing that eating disorders are rargery a phenomenon of
the last 25 years or so, and as they are united by common

primary features, this writer proposes the legitinacy of
examining them as a whole, through their commonarities, for
the purposes of this paper.

rn this thesis, the works of authors who emphasize the

importance of understanding femare psychorogical development

through focusing on the study of female life wiII be

highlighted. These authors are seen as additionalty
relevant as they consider the sociologicar context in which

development takes place to be significant in determining
gender-rerated developmentar differences between mares and

females.
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For this study "seIf concept" is understood âsr ttone's

concept of oneself in as complete and thorough a description

as is possible to give" (Reber, 1-985, p. 677'). This fits

Gilligan's grasp of the term which is captured in her use of

the research interview question, "how would you describe

yourself to yourself," (GilIigan, L982, p. 78), which she

uses to illuminate individual self-concept. Self-concept,

then, can be understood as a conscious expression of one's

identity, which is described as "... a person's essential,

continuous self, the internal, subjective concept of oneself

as an individual " ( Reber, L985, p. 341 ) .

It Ís this definition of identity which informs the use

of the concept, I'identity" throughout this paper. While

this thesis wiII address the issue of identity in eating

disorders, the multÍplicity of contributing factors involved

in eating disorders' etíology is acknowledged. However,

this thesis is not intended as a comprehensive analysis of

what causes eating disorders.

Overview of the Thesis:

Chapte r l- : FemaIe Identi ty
rhis chapter will begin with a discussion of how the

field of psychology has failed in its treatment of girls and

women. It wilI then describe psychological research and

theory in the area of female development. The focus here

will be on what these works reveal about female identity and
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self-concepl. The research and writings examined here will
be those which are based on the recognition that the

developmentar path for femares tends to differ from that of
males, and that therefore females should be studied, and

indeed are more truly appreciated through seeking to
understand them in their own terms.

In this chapter, the writer will examine the

relationship between eating disorders and femare self-
concept in right of what feminist psychologicar theory and

research (as discussed in the preceding chapter) reveal

about what normal female identity entairs. The main purpose

here is to draw upon feminist psychorogy in order to develop

a conceptualization of the issue of identity in females with
eating disorders that is grounded in the study of femare

psychological experÍence, and that is therefore more

accurately reflective of that experience.

chaBter 3: The significance of curture in the Rise of
Eating Disorders

This chapter examines the three western cultural forces
identified as being related to the dramatic rise in eating
disorders. These curtural forces are identified as:
(i ) the cultural pressure for v¡omen to be thin;
( ii ) the cultural varuation of separation and autonomy;
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(iii ) the cultural image of the ideal !ùoman.

Chapter .4: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendatíons

This chapter will summarize the major findings
concerning the research problem. RecommendaLions for
províding therapy to femares with eating disorders witl be

formulated on the basis of these findings. SiniIarIy,
suggestions for advocating f.or preventive measures wirr also

be based on the outcome of this thesis.
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CHAPTER J.:

Female rdentity

The Failure of Prevailing Psychology to Address Female

Expe r i ence

Developments in the area of female psychology have been

precipitated by and led to criticism of the field of

psychology for its way of viewing women (Carlson, L972¡

Baker l{il}er , L977 ¡ Gilligan, L9B2'). Based on a critical

review of established theories of human development, and on

her research into female self-concept and moral development,

ciltigan pointed out that prevailing psychological theory

has faited to consider the differential experience of female

life. As prevailing psychological theory has evolved from

research on mostly or exclusively male subjects, female

experience is found to have been largely missing from the

construction of psychological theory (1979¡ 1982).. To the

extent that major themes of female development have been

addressed, the Lendency has been to view these themes as

evidence of developmental failure when they depart from the

path of nale devetopment. Josselson (L990) observed the

persistence within the psychoanalytic tradition to construct

a theory of human development in terms of male development,

either ignoring female development, appending it as an

afterthought or treating it as if it, ought to follow the
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same path as mare development. A new moder of deveropment,

based on studying femare subjects is needed, particularly as

existing models do not account f.or, nor lead to the

varuation of the centrality of interpersonar connectedness

and relationships in women's lives (Baker-Mirrer, L977¡

Surrey, L985a).

The fact that the fierd of psychorogicar research has

been mare-dominated may also be seen as contributing to an

inherent mare bias in psychorogical theory. Girrigan argues

that the perspective of the observer of human development

plays a critical role in the formulation of theory. By

virtue of gender-related social and psychological

differences, observations by men will differ from those made

by women. The predominance of males in research and theory
building is thus seen as having contributed to the fairure
of psychology to capture femare experience. where the

observer of human life is male, and his subjects primarily
male, then conceptualization of the human tife cycre and

judgenent as to what or what is not of value wirl tend to
differ from conceptions of deveropment construed from the
perspective of a female observer (Baker-Mi1ler, Lg77¡

BeIenky, êt. al., t986; Chodorow, LgTg; GilIigan, L9g2¡

cilligan, êt. al, 1-988; Josselson, i.990; Stiver, 19g4).

The language of established psychorogy also receives
criticismr âs it distorts female experience in its
representation of that experience. For exampre, autonomy
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and Separation, which are central to male development tend

to be cast in a positive light, while attachment is viewed

negatively. In neglecting the importance of human

interconnection, prevailing theory has failed to incorporate

psychological characteristícs born of relational activity

and experíence into its delineation of the developmental

process characteristics primarily associated with

feminini ty.

In developmental theories such as those put forth by

F reud ( in l{uus , L982) , and Erikson (i-968 ) , and in systems

theories such as those of Bowen (t97L¡ 1978) and Minuchin,

(Minuchin, et. â1, L97B) separation is established as a

developmental ideal and positively connoted. We are

encouraged to look for and support signs of separation and

individuation. On the other hand, continuing attachment,

portrayed as an obstacle to this goal, is framed as

problematic. The necessity of human relatedness and the

reality t,hat aII growth occurs within the context of

relationship, seems largely missing from theory.

cilIigan, et. aI (1988) argue that in prevailing

perspectives in psychology, values are masquerading as

psychological norms, and judgement belies psychological and

scientific Ianguage. Moreover, inasmuch as the language of

psychology and its norms and ideals for human development

are grounded in male experience and perspective, and

inasmuch as these ideals and norms prevail within the larger
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culture, how the individual comes to frame, understand and

varue her/his experience is significantly deternined by the
language used to describe development. Hence the
predominance of a language of separation in psychology and

the absence of a ranguage of connection means that
psychology does not provide the means for the articuration
of female experíence.

Fanily systens theory may arso be criticized for being
mare-biasedr âs it favours behaviours traditionarly
attributed to males, with its use of constructs such as

"firm psychological boundaries" "separatioD"r "autonomy" and

"independence" to depict healthy functioning, and its
tendency, êt the same time, to negatively connote

characteristics that are more closely associated with being
female such as t'attachmenttt ( t'enmeshment" ), ttcaring" and

"nurturancerr (r'over involvement" ). Through its negative
framing of femare rerationar activity, systems theory fails
to acknowredge the importance of female experience born of
motherhood and daughterhood, and further fairs to appreciate
the psychosocial forces which give rise to and perpetuate
differential femare experiences, behaviours, ways of
rerating and indeed identity (Libow, L9s5). Thus, the
developmental process of the rerational serf, and the

necessity of relationship and connection throughout the
entire life cycle appear to be largely overlooked in
existing models of deveropment (Baker-Mirler , L9g4). surrey
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(1985a) postulates a new model of development which captures

the centrality and continuity of rerationships throughout

female Iife.

As mare life in developmental and famiry systems theory
has typically been accepted as the norm for atr of human

development and behaviour, women have typically been

measured against this norm as if it represented all of
humanity (Gilligan, t982¡ Libow, I9B5). The result of such

bias in observation and evaluation has red to equating

women's developmental difference with developnental failure
(cilligan, L982).

The problem of bias in prevairing research and theory
ries not only in the fact that scales of devetopment are

based on data drawn from predominantry male subjects, but is
also seen in the prevarence of a mare perspective on

developmentr âs research and theory buirding have been

largery the domain of mare researchers and theoreticians
(Gilligan, êt. â1, j.988). Both of these factors are helpful
toward understanding how it is that mare behaviour has been

equated with the norm for human behaviour, despite the fact
that femares have been largery absent as both researchers

and subjects.

The danger of bias posed by the recurring tendency to
generalize research findings derived from mare subjects to
the lives of girls and women has inprications for how female

IÍfe is depicted. where research and theory does attend to
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the study of females, the attention appears to be directed

at discerning lrays in which females do or do not fít male-

based models of development. Inasmuch as psychology does

reveal women's reality, it is limited to our persistent

failure to be like men (Carlson, L972).

Patterns and characteristics that are more consistent

with male life are looked for, valued and highlighted in

models of healthy development. Thusr \¡Iê have learned much

about the development of autonomy, independence, abstract

thought and the morality of rights and justice. Far less

has been studied of the development of interdependence,

caring, intimacy and contextual though (Belenky, €t. âI,

i-9S6). rn this way cultural assumptions of the inferiority

of female traits are supported and perpetuated.

Baker-MilIer (L9771 has argued that in order to develop

a theory of psychology that more accurately reflects female

experience, women need to be understood in terms of their

sociocultural milieu, which, she maintains, determines their

psychological growth and experience, and which significantly

contributes to the creation of psychological differences

between men and women. This differential developmental

experience is seen as arising out of a patriarchically

structured society in which females are subordinate to males

and in which women are typically assigned the role of

nurturing and primary caretaking (L977).. Às a result,

females tend to develop a sense of self that is centred in
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interpersonal affilíation and in attending to the needs of

others. Thus, vromen's position of inequality and relative
pov¡erlessness, and their focus on the needs of others need

to be considered in developing a psychology of hromen, âs

their social context creates a psychological experience, and

presents psychological issues which diff.er from those of

males.

The position of women in patriarchal society is
reflected in an intimately intense way in the family unit,
the immedÍate context for the formation of the human psyche.

Established theory in family systems appears to have

neglected to take into account that family exists as part of

a Iarger system. This failure to validate the contribution
of culture to female experience often Ieads systems theory

to pathologize stereotypically female behaviour. For

instance, frequently observed relational styles among women

seen in the clinical setting are often identified as

enmeshed. This supports a denigration of the female self
which the culture, and hence the family structure have

created and supported. It reflects a failure to appreciate

that culture gives rise to relational styles in hromen as a

result of present social arrangements in which women

generally take on the role of primary nurturer and caretaker

(Bograd , 1,987 ¡ Chodorow, 1978 ) .

As the self is gendered, we must begin our efforts for
understandíng it by recognition of its embededness in body,
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relationships and culture.
since human curtures are rargery mare creations anddisproportionately represent meñ,s lives, since sex isa difference that makes a difference in terms of sociar
and economic status and perspectives, and since humanrelationships typicarry forrow different patterns for
male and female chirdrenr wê would expect to find sexdifferences writ large in personality theory and thedifferences in the lives of !Íomen aná men ÍLluminatedin terms of psychological development. That this Ísnot the case presents a problem. (CiIIigan, êt. â1,

L988, p. 4)

rn the search for universar norms, psychology has come

to speak of human deveropment as if individuar persons

a vacuum, and as if gender and culture

exist
make

to how one experiences and relates to her/nís
worrd. rf we reinstate the serf in context in gender,

rerationships and culture, we find that prevairing
psychorogical theory has glossed over the importance of
internalized curturar beliefs to the formation of identity -
curturar beriefs which are gender - related. For instance,
girl children are encouraged to focus on the needs of others
and to "feel as the other feels" (Baker-Miller, 1-994, p. 41.

on the other hand, separateness and autonomous functioning
that is more independent of rerationship is encouraged in
boys in our culture. Thusr w€ see socialry constructed
psychologicar experiencer âs female chirdren deverop an

identity centred in relationship and

identity based in separation. That

and develop in
no difference

to be described as

Iargely the result

males develop an

female identity has come

problematic or pathological, seems to be

of both a failure in psychology to trace
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a developmental line centred in connection, âs well as a

neglect of the impact of cultural beliefs, injunctions' and

social roles on identity formation and development in

gene ral .

In view of the male-bias found to be pervasive in

psychology at both the research and theoretical levels, and

the consequent inadequacy in illuminating female development

in general and identity specifÍca1ly, it seems reasonable to

look to evolving theories of female psychology which focus

on female experience, âssume the inportance of context in

shaping that experience, and base their thinking on studies

of female subjects.

Focusinq on Female ExDerience

As demonstrated, prevailing thought on the process of

identity development and on what ultimately constitutes a

healthy, mature identity teIIs us that these are centred in

separation in a sense of self as a person clearly

differentiated from others. Autonomous functioning and

self-reliance are emphasized as integral to this healthy

self. Yet, evidence suggests that female life has a

different story to tell. It appears that women's

developmental context gives rise to a sense of self rooted

in interpersonal connection, rather than in separation.

Caring for others and relationships are found to be central

to the development of women' self-definition (Peck' 1-986).

Thus, it is suggested that what is often called "fusion,"
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"enmeshment," "diffuse identity" or "diffuse personal

boundaries" is in fact a rerationar tendency that is common

in females, and moreover tends to be central to female

identity in patriarchar culture (Baker-Mi11er, L977¡ Bograd,

L987; Chodorow, L978; Gitligan, L982¡ Steiner-Adair, L990).

Recognizíng gender-rerated differences in psychorogical

experience as werr as the rol-e of culture in the creation of
these differences, various women in the fierd of psychology

have centred their research and theoretical efforts on

female research subjects and their social milieu, in
attempting to discern and articulate female psychological

experience. These efforts have ted to a growing body of
work Ín recent years on the nature of feminine identity -
that is, on what is the norm for female identity in our

culture.

Gender-related differences in psychorogicat development

are seen as arising out of a patriarchal social structure in
whích women are subordinate to men (Baker-Mirrer, 1977]l. rt
is this social order that frames the famÍry configuration in
which women are the primary nurturers and caretakers, and

that produces differential psychological experience

(Chodorow, i.978). Consequent to women's position within the

socíar order and their rore within this order, the female

sense of self tends to be centred in connection to others,
and ís therefore expressed and varidated through serving the

needs of others (Baker-MilIer, 1977¡ Chodorow, 1978).
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This is unlike the male self which tends to be centred

in separation and autonomy and to develop firm ego

boundaries. It is maintained that more flexible ego

boundaries are integral to what constitutes healthy identity
in females (Baker-Miller, L977¡ Chodorow, l-978; Jordan,

L984 ) .

As identity is one's continuous, internal, subjective

sense of self (Reber, L985), it determines an individuaÌ's
way of being in the world. Thus it colours and is reflected

in how one defines, evaluates and resolves moral questions

(Gilligan, L979¡ L982't, how one makes choices and orders

priorities in Iífe's activity, how one learns (BeIenky, êt.
âI, 1986), and from where one seeks validation of self-
worth. It gives rise to personal beliefs and values. Thus,

identity - our inner experience of self, is expressed and

validated through opportunities of choice, behaviours,

activity, priorities and perspective. Moreover, as one's

sense of self is framed by one's developmental context, and

shaped by experiences withín that context, and as the

primary context for the development of the female self is
relational, findings revealing that themes of caring for
others, interpersonal connection and orientation toward

other predominate throughout female life are not surprising.
Vühile concerns for índividual achievement and

recognition, and the capacity for detached, abstract thought

are not altogether absent in females, issues of care and
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connection appear to take precedence over questions of
principle or career (Gilligan, L982). problems, decisions,
values and career choices seem to be centralry infused with
and guided by concerns around giving care to others,
building and sustaining relationships, responsiveness to
others' feerings and needs and the injunction not to hurt
others (Gilligan , 1982¡ Josselson , L990 ) .

rn a rongitudinar study tracing the path of female

identity development t relationships appear as the primary

force in the emergence of the femare serf (,¡osserson, L973¡

i.990). Josserson finds that her research subjects commonry

employ rerationships in the deveropment of a sense of serf.
ThÍs sense of serf, strengthened through rerationship, is in
turn used to deepen the relationship. Intimate
relationships in fact seem necessary for serf-varidation as

interpersonal competence emerges as centrar to femare

identity formation.

In general, Josselsons,s work indicates that in
contrast to mare deveropment, identity developrnent in women

centres much more on what kind of person to be in relation
to others, rather than on individual occupational or

abstract ideological choice. rnLerpersonar attributes
subsume concerns for achievement. women reveal themserves

to be far more reliant on responses of significant others
for identity confirmation. Nurturance is herd as an ideal,
and it is suggested that this ideal comprises the core of
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both achievement and affiliative needs (Josselson, I990).

Helping others or working with others is found to be

centrally important in both the personal and paid work

spheres. In general, women's career goals are usually
related to helping others (Gump, L972¡ Josselson, L990).

Female desire for achievement is motivated primarily by the

wish for an opportunity to impact in a positive way on

others.

Surrey (1985a) emphasizes relationship rather than

separation as the basis of female identity development, and

defines the basic AoaI of development as increased

relational capacity and competence. Hence, other aspects of
the self such as autonomy develop within the context of

relationship. Separation or detachment from relationship
are found to be unnecessary for the development of the self.
The RoIe of Culture

The female role as caretaker and nurturer of others

involves not simply attending to the needs of others. As

bearers of children, and the ones stiII primarily
responsible for child-rearing, they are focused in a very

intinate and intense hray on the growth and development of
others. Indeed, from an early age they are encouraged to be

concerned with how the other feels (Baker-Mi1Ier, L984).

Their varidation of worth is derived to a significant degree

from attending to and caring for the needs of others often

to the neglect of their ovrn needs. Hence, sêIf-sacrifice
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frequently appears as an expression of the female self

(Baker-Mi11er , t977 ¡ cilIigan, 1-982 ) . As their sense of

self is embedded in connection, they come to be primarily

concerned with affiliative issues and concerns. The social

construction of female psychological experience by a

patriarchal social order may thus be seen as engendering ego

boundaries in females which tend to be more permeable than

those of males, and moreover, as producing an identity in

females that is centred in relationship. It follows then

that for females, self is validated in a primary sense

through attention to others.

The immediate context of psychological development is

the family, which functions as a microcosm of the larger

social structure, and serves to rnediate cultural messages.

Although in recent decades social change has led to

expanding roles, responsibilities and ríghts for women,

including increased participation in the paid labour force

and more varied family structures, the fact that women

continue to hold and to be expected to hold the primary

responsibility for parenting and for sustaining enotional

ties has endured (Chodorow, 1978). rt is within the context

of this family configuration, with mother as primary and

intensely engaged caretaker, and father as primary

breadwinner and in a more emotionalty disengaged position,

that children are raised and develop a sense of self and a

sense of self-worth.
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The patriarchal family structure with its sexual

division of roles and responsibilities may be viewed as an

integral part of a larger social order in which women are

still largely perceived, and come to perceive themselves as

subservient and devalued in relation to men. Moreover, as a

component of this social order, the family ensures the

trangenerational continuation of culturally induced

psychological gender differences.

The transgeneratíonaI transmission of woman's primary

functíon of nurturer and caretaker from mother to daughter

is ensured through psychological processes induced by the

patriarchal family structure. The sexual division of Iabour

and responsibilities within the family in which fathers are

relatively emotionally disengaged, and in which women mother

and are more involved in interpersonal, ãffective

relationships, produces a division of psychological

capacities in sons and daughters (Chodorow, l-978).

Ivloreover, the centrality of nurturing, taking care of

others, self-sacrifice and connection is critical in terms

of how females are defined socially and psychologically by

themselves and others.

Chodorow (L978) says that shared early experiences of

members of a given society contribute to "...the formation

of typÍcal personalities organized around and preoccupied

with certain relational issues" (p. 51). Inasmuch as males

and females develop within differing interpersonal
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frameworks, they will develop differently and be preoccupied

with different issues. In this wâ1rr differential relational

needs and capacitÍes between the sexes is created within the

family structure and through family practices.

Two Ways of Being in the Vüorld

The use of narratives of moral conflict to illuminate

self-concept leads to the delineation of two basic modes of

self-definition in relation to others. One of these modes

of self-definition was found to be used primarily by males,

whíIe the other was found to be used primarily by females.

Exploring the relationship between self-concept and how an

individual construes and tackles moral dilemmas, Gilligan

interviewed male and female subjects. She found these two

modes of self-concept emerging in individuals'

considerations of moral conflict. FemaIe concerns' she

discovered, tend to be centred on care and response to

others, so that they often feel caught between caríng for

others and caring for self. Such concerns determine how

they define, evaluate and resolve moral issues. Moreover,

GilIigan found that these concerns are related to a self-

concept centred in relationship in which the individual's

world is of relationships and psychological truths from

which the awareness of connection between people leads to

the recognition of interpersonal responsibility as well as a

perception of the need to be responsive to others (GillÍgan'

L982; Gilligan, êt. al, 1-988).
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The self-descriptions of Gilligan's research subjects

indicate that for women identity and intimacy are

intricately linked. esked to describe themselves, aII of

the women describe a relationship (Gilligan, L982).

Moreover, these v¡omen judge themselves primarÍly in terms of

their responsiveness and care toward others. Listening for

language in the voices of her research subjects, GiIIigan

noted that females tend to use verbs which convey relational

attachment. l{ales, on the other hand, describe themselves

as more separate. They speak more of individual achÍevement

and activity and tend to judge themselves more on these

terms (cilligan, L982; 1-988). This research suggests that

female identity is tied to relationship. It also

illuminates a connection between Sense of self as separate

or aS connected, and how one perceives and seeks to reSolve

or come to terms with moral questions. We see how the self

must draw upon her or his experiences, unique inner

resources and view of oneself in the world. Finally,

cilligan's efforts hightight that gender differences ín

identity lead to two different ways of being in the world.

The Develooment of a Relational Sense of SeIf

The beginnings of the female relational self are placed

in the earliest mother-daughter interactions (Baker-MilIer,

t984; Chodorow, L978 i Jordan , !984¡ Surrey, l-985a ) . Under

present social arrangements in which women assume the role

of primary nurturer and caretaker, and because of the
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intensely intimate invorvement between mother and chird,
female chíldren, under the care of their same-sexed parent,
develop in a context of care and connectedness, identifying
with mother (or another femare who assumes a mothering rore)
in a continuous relationship in which boundaries remain more

permeabre. They need not separate in the same way that boys

do in order to assert their identity. Male children, on the

other hand, must separate in order to assert their mare

identity, which invoLves ". . . a more defensive firming of
ego boundaries" (Chodorow, 1_978, p. L67]'. Thus, girls need

not deny their primary attachments as boys do in order to
deverop a sense of setf. rndeed, attachment becomes centrar
to girrs'continuous sense of who they are, so that loss or
deniar of attachment constitutes a threat to, or denia] of
serf. on the other hand, boys deverop defenses to protect
them from the same sort of intensery intimate attachments

that wourd threaten the mare sense of serf as separate and

"apart from".

rt is within the context of this earry interactive
attachment invorving a continuing identification with
mother, that females begin to deverop comprex rerational
skí11s which may be seen as expressing an identity centred
in care and connectedness, as how they come to know and

perceive themseLves is within the context of a primary

rerationship framed by care and intimate connection
(Chodorow, L97B; Baker-MiIler, L977¡ Surrey, L9g5a).
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The most important feature of early development for
girls, then, is that it occurs in relationship usually with
mother, and almost always with the same-sexed parent. The

core beginning of the early relatÍonal self lies in the

early mother-daughter relationship, and girls continue to
develop in relatíonship through an ongoing and evolving

process of interaction with mother and, over time, with
other signíficant people in their Iives.

As the primary caretaker and nurturer for girls is the

same-sexed parent, girls need not separate in the same way

as boys. Ho\^¡ever, the f emale self does evolve in complexity

through, and becomes more enhanced by experience in
relationships (Baker-Mi11er, 1984) . Surrey (L985a)

elucidates three key aspects of the mother-daughter

relationship and the formation of the rerationar self. The

first involves ongoing interest and emotional desire for
connection with mother; this is present in arr chírdren, but

curtailed in boys. According to Surrey, attention to and

exploration of the feeling states of the primary parenting

person is more encouraged in gir1s. À simultaneous interest
of the mother in emotionar connection and sharing with her

child leads to an orientation toward and attentiveness to

other through feerings in the developing girl. This process

constiLutes the start of practising as a being-in-
relationship, âs welI as the beginnings of empathic

development.
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Being "present with other" (p. 4) validates girls'

sense of self. "Being with means 'being seen' and 'feeling
seen'by their other and'seeing the other'and sensing the

other 'feeling seen' . . . " ( Surrey, 1985a, p. 4) . This is

described as the experience of mutual empathy which is

inherent to the relational process that develops between

nother and daughter. Mutual empathy thus allows for the

ability to see through the eyes of the other, and to speak

in the other's voice. By virtue of the fact that boys are

usually encouraged toward emotional and psychic separatíon,

the process of mutual empathy is encouraged far more in

girls. There is also the cultural expectation that females

be more empathic.

The second key aspect of the mother-daughter

relationship is the child's increasing ability to engage in

a mutual-ly empathic relationship within a matrix of

emotional sharing, understanding and recognition. As the

mother tends to be more open to emotional and personal

learning and exploration in her relationship with her same-

sexed offspring, the sense of connection between mother and

daughter deepens. Surrey stresses that this experiencing of

connection becomes the framework within which the Iater

process of differentiation will occur' suggesting here that

for girls differentiaLion occurs within an ongoing

relational context, and not through a process of separation.

The notion that a sense of mutual understanding and
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connection grows out of this process of mutual sharing is
crucial. As a relationar stance of connection and

identification with mother is fostered in girls, females

come to expect that psychorogical growth comes through
sharing personal experience in the context of rerationship.
They come also to expect and to know that the path to self
knowredge occurs through the experiencing of psychological
connectedness with another.

Mutuar empowerment is identified as the third key

element of the mother-daughter relationship. Here surrey
proposes that the development of the relationship over time
leads to increasing ability to attend to and respond to each

other's feerings. The mutual interest of both mother and

daughter to be understood and cared for by each other, the
girr's ahrareness of her mother's nurturing and caretaking
rore and her identification with that rore, motivate both to
continue in mutual responsiveness and caretaking.

Thus, the earry mother-daughter relationshíp motivates
the daughter to continued connection. Remaining connected,

she comes to develop a continuous, inner subjective sense of
herserf as a self-in-rerationship (j.9g5a). Moreover, it can

be seen how this relational process, begun at infancy,
creates more fluid ego boundaries in girl chirdren. The

female rerationar self is thus reproduced, transmitted from
mother to daught,er, from generation to generation; the
endurance of the mother as the primary nurturer and
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caretaker ensures this.
Woman-centred models of development depict an identity

embedded in relationship, and describe an evolving process

of self-in-relationship which becomes increasingly
sophisticated and complex over time. The female self is
consistently viewed in relational context. This context

facilitates and enhances the growth of the female sense of

self . As the self gro\,rs in relationship she sees herself as

connected to others. Hence separation would appear as a

negation of her core sense of self, rather than a

strengthening force in her development of identity.
GilIÍgan's work (1982) points to changes in female

identity over time and suggests that its development

involves increasingly sophisticated thinking about the

nature of relationships between people. She describes the

female self as progressing from a selfish orientation
concerned primarily with one's own survival, through a

position in which self-interest is redefined in terms of

attachment and connection to others and in which the self
becomes validated by adopting societal values. Self-worth,

or onefs own sense of being good is measured primarily on

the basis of the ability to sensitively respond to and care

for others; feminine goodness is equated with self-
sacrifice, and so the female tends to place the needs of

others bef ore her o\4rn. From here the f emale moves into a

third position in which the woman is abre to acknowledge her
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self-worth. At thís point, then, there is a conciliation

between responsibilit,y to self (selfishness) and the

responsibility to care for and respond to the needs of

others.

Two transitions are identified in this developmental

process. The first transition' appearing between the

initiat and second self position, ís a shift from

selfishness to responsibility. A redefinítion of self

evolves to incorporate attachment and connection to others.

The second transition occurs between the second and third

self positions, and involves a questioning of the ideal of

self-sacrifice. SeIf-worth is re-evaluated in terms of the

relationship between self and other. The woman comes to

question whether it is selfish to include the needs of the

self in considerations of care and responsiveness to others.

Thus, female identity development may be seen as the

evolving process of a relational self which is reflected in

a deepening and broadening understanding of the

psychological Iogic of relationships, and a growing

av¡areness of problems in relationship which centre

particulary around problems of inclusion and exclusion in a

context of relationships. This context is not Iimited to

the imrnediate interpersonal or familial realm, but rather

becomes broadened as part of a vision of the web of

connection tying one to family, community, society and

generations past, prêsent and future (GiIIigan, êt. âI,
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1990 ) .

cilligan highlights adolescence as a vulnerable
juncture of development. Adorescence is commonly noted as a

critical tÍme in the process of identity development.

rncreasing separation and movement toward autonomy are

generarry understood to be criticar to healthy identity
formation. whire Freud and Erikson note the girl's tendency

to passiveness at this poínt, they terr us that she will
wait to be fulfirled through a man. Girligan, however,

speaks of "the lost voice of adotescent girIs" (LgB2). She

finds that eleven year ord girls are generarry able to
convey clear opinions from which they do not readiry rerent.
Hohrever, by about age L3, girls begin to appear ress sure,
as if they have lost their wisdom or their voice. rt
appears as if as they approach adolescence, they are

suddenry faced with a disjuncture between a world of
certainty in childhood, in which opinions and ideas are

crear and artícurated, and the rarger worrd of western

culture which they are about to enter. rt is suggested that
this loss of sure ground is a confrontation with a mare-

defined world in which woman's self, her way of perceiving
and acting in the worrd, are not valued, and her criteria
for judgement and action are not the rures which guide the

world.

The diremma for the growing girr seems to become one of
how to be herserf in Ï{estern curture. .As her personal
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knowledge and wisdom are submerged, she experiences

uncertaínty. As weII, she buys into the cultural
devaluation of women. This dilemma is seen as a typical
struggle for females at the juncture of adolescence. How

this struggle is resolved is seen as crucial to an

adolescent girl's development in this culture (GiIligan,
L990 ) .

These incongruities between self and culture
experienced at adolescence appear as personal doubts which

challenge or put into question the girl's sense of self, so

that her ability to trust in and to act on her perceptions

is compromised, and so that she loses touch wÍth her source

of empowerment through creating and relyÍng on mutually

empov¡ering relatÍonships. The incongruity at adorescence

between the early relational, connected experience of self
and societal definitions of maturity as índependence,

separation and self-reliance may leave the adolescent girl
disconnected from the self, distrusting the rerationar self
as a source of wisdomi in addition she may be disconnected

from a sense of personal power found through being in
relationship ( Surrey, L987 ) .

All growth occurs in a relational context, which

involves ongoing mutual attending and responding to the

other. This process takes place within a framework of
emotional connectedness, and begins at infancy. vthire both

sexes have their earliest experience of self in this
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context, the sense of self as a "being-in-relationship" is

encouraged much more in girls (Baker-MiIler, t984).

It is in early life that the child begins to identify

with the primary caretaker who is almost always the mother

or another primary female figure. This identification

process includes an identification with mother's relational

and caretaking activities, such as relating, attending to

another at an emotional level, and looking after anoLher

being. Thus, the infant begins to develop an internal

representation of herself as a being-in-relationship. This

relational process facilitates the beginníngs of empathy

which involves a beginning capacity to pick up on the

feelings of the other. As well, the child begins to develop

a sense of self as one who can ímpact oD, and effect change

in the emotional interplay of the relationship (Baker-

Miller, l-984).

Thus, the creation of a sense of self as connected

begins at infancy, growing out of dynamic, mutual self-other

relational patterns between the child and primary caretaker,

in which there is mutual attentiveness to each others mental

and emotional states. Girls are more encouraged ín the

continuance of this intimate interplay. They begin to

internalize representations of self as relatÍonaI beíngs.

Moreover, the ongoing development of the self within this

connected, mutually attentive and responsive, relational

context facilitates the development of the capacity in girls
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to "fee1 as the other feels" (Baker-Miller, 1984, p. 4r.

As girls come to know their selves through connection

with others, as they are supported and validated primarily

for their relational capacities, and as they develop a sense

of self as effective through emotionally touching and

impacting on others by way of caretaking, nurturing and

empathic activity, self-esteem in females comes to be based

on being part of relationships and being effective in

relationships. This sense of effectiveness grows in aII
subsequent ages (Baker-MilIer, L984)¡ it contrasts with a

sense of effectiveness arising primarily from independent

action and thought. Connection, then, is empowering for
women.

Despite that the female self tends not to become more

separate, Ít does become more complex as a relational being.

Baker-MilIer offers a sketch of female development in which,

within the context of ongoing relational activity, and along

with increasing physical and mental capacities, ne$¡

relational skills and opportunities for enhancing those

skills facilitate the development of the self(L984).

Early childhood is portrayed not as a time of increased

separation. Rather, increased physical and mental

capacities open up possibilities which allow for a broader

and more complex degree of perceptions. With those

developed capacities the child is enabled to incorporate new

relational configurations, and so develops a more conplex
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knowledge of relationships. Hence, she develops a more

comprex sense of serf-in-relationshipr âs she is enabled to
participate in more complex relationships and to become part
of a growing web of connections with others.

While the girl has already begun her identification
with her mother's gender and rerationar activity, in earry
childhood the mother-daughter rerationship remains rargely
asymmetrical as the mother is the one who is "dong for" her

daughter. However, around this time, with increased pov¡ers

and opinions, the girr begins to assert her opínions and her

capacity to do for others, as her sense of her enhanced

capacities and her increased ability to effect her views

allow her to. Sti1l, her identity as a being-in-
relationship means that she has a sense of acting and

assertíng in relation to others.

During early childhood, in the stage that is sometimes

known as the oedipat period, girls are observed to turn away

from their mothers in favour of their fathers (Baker-Milrer,
L984; Freud, L959). According to Freud, this behaviour is
motivated by anger, as a young girl discovers that she racks

a penis, becomes aware that this makes her inferior, and

holds her mother responsibre for failing to provide her with
thís seemingry coveted object. Baker-Mirrer proposes an

arternative expranation for the girr's turning from her

mother at this time. she says that it is at this time that
we can see the impact of the cultural devaruation of women,
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as the devaluation of mother and the greater importance of

father enters her awareness. WhÍ1e the relationship between

negative cultural attitudes toward women and the reported

turning away from mother may require further documentation,

this does seem a plausible explanation, as research does

bear out that chÍldren adopt prevailing cultural attitudes

by preschool age (Harris, in Wooley and wooley, L984).

This period is said to be followed by one of intense

involvement in relationships, Pârticularly with other gir1s.

The development of the relational self continues as

relational skills are elaborated in these intense

involvements.

Addressing adolescence, like GiIligan, Baker-I4ilIer

notes that this is a period often observed to be one in

which girls shut down and become passive. She points out

that contemporary young women often internalize strong

cultural messages concerning their sexual needs, feelings,

and desires which attach negative meaning to these such as

'rbadrr or "dirty". Thus, the young woman may internalize a

sense of herself as shameful. As she Seeks to express her

sexuality in relationships she faces opposition and

devaluing messages. She may reconcile to becoming passive

and submissive. Hor.Iever, in so doing she is faced with

omitting her own inner sense of herself from the

relationship. Her sense of herself as agentic in

relationships is seriously challenged here as she faces
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societal messages which tel1 her that being an active

participant in relationships, Pârticularly, though not

exclusively as this involves her sexuality, is wrong. She

has incorporated an av¡areneSS throughout her development

that she must restrain herself to please others. In

adolescence, this message is conveyed very strongly (Baker-

MiIIer, 1984 ) .

vühile Baker-MiIIer focuses on the aspect of sexuality,

there are other aspects of the female self that are devalued

(GiIligan, L982¡ Steiner-Adair, L990). Tn general, at

adolescence, the young woman's sense of self as an actíve,

effective being-in-relationship is altered by a sense of

self who must defer to the needs and wishes of others.

Thus, adolescence may be seen as a juncture in female

development where the relational self is under increased

pressure to defer. The budding woman faces conflict with

societal forces which act to silence her.

Baker-MiIIer (L984) observes that most girls deal with

this conflict by opting for sustaining relationships. Thus,

they choose to deny important aspects of the se1f, and to

become more passive and submissive in order to maintain

relationships. As female identity is centred in

relationship, this is understandable. Nevertheless, as

caring, rêsponsiveness, and sustaining and being agentic in

relationships is the source of the female self's power, this

option must in effect leave the adolescent girl experiencing
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herself as ineffective.
Thus, Baker-Iv1iller also sees f emale identity as centred

in relationship. She offers us an elaboration of how this
identity develops, placing this process not only in the

context of primary relationships, but within the broader

context of culture and its impact on the developing female

self.
Surrey's model of the development of the relational

self in women also highlights the centralÍty and continuity
of relationships in women's lives, and focuses on the

processes of mutual relationship, mutual engagement, mutual

empathy and mutual empov¡erment as fundamental to the

learning and growth of the relational self (Jordan, Surrey

and KapIan, L9B5; Surrey, l-985a).

Empov¡erment is defíned as the "motivation, freedom, and

capacity to act purposefully, with the mobil-ization of the

energies, resources, strengths, ot powers of each person

through a mutual, relational process" (Surrey, L987, p. 3).

In the context of the mother-daughter relationship in which

the relational self has its beginnings, through both

parties' capacities to know and hear each other, be

responsive to each other and mutually engage in

interactions, the sense of self in mother and daughter is
validated and enhanced. Thus, both are empowered as

relational selves within a mutually beneficial relationship.

Moreover, as a result of the mutual processes of the
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relationship such as empathy and responsiveness, mother and

daughter develop the ability to hold a continuous sense of

the reality of the other, and hence to take the other into

account in all activities, even in the other's absence.

There is, thenr ân ongoing, growing capacity to consider the

other's needs, feelings and perceptions, that extends beyond

momentary activíty, as the girl internalizes the capacity to

act in relationship (Surrey, 1985a, L987).

Ideally, the girl's growing empathic competence is

validated by her mother. Through such validation, the

daughter ís empowered, as mother is helping her develop a

sense of self as competent. This continuing mutual process

of connection and empathy facilitates the development of

relational and caretaking skills in the female child that

will carry into other relationships as her life unfolds

(Surrey, L985a). Thus, the girl develops a positive sense

of self as one who can perceive, respond and relate to the

feelings and needs of another person. Through this process

she is empowered. She experiences herself as an agentic

person-in-relatíonship who not only is impacted on by

others, but who is able to impact on others. Through this

she develops a sense of self-in-relationship as effectíve

and competent. Other areas of competence such as

achievement and self-assertion develop within this
relational context. The ability to connect with and respond

to the other is a very important aspect of the development
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of femare identity. The sense of self-in-rerationship
informs future learning, joyr sêrf-esteem and personal
growth (Surrey, L985a; Bograd, LïBT; Jordan, Surrey and

Kaplan, L985 ) .

Kaplan, €t. al (j_985) address adolescence as one phase

in an ongoing process of relational devel-opment. whire
adolescence necessitates change in the mother-daughter

relationship, crinicar evidence suggests that it does not
call for a lessening of connections or emotionar separation.
rn their study of rate adorescent girrs, Kapran, et. aI
(L985), find the change in the mother-daughter rerationship
revolves around how to individuate within a relationar
context. rn particular, these young \^romen seek a way to
come into their own varues and beliefs which may differ from

their parents', and to broaden extra-famirial relationships
yet still remain connected with their parents. rt is
suggested that frexibility on the part of parents is
necessary for successful resolution of this conflict. The

ability to sustain connection with parents and at the same

time develop outside relationships with peers reads to a

sense of self as competent and effective, âs the young woman

is validated in her sense of self as a rerationar being who

is effective in and capable of buirding and sustaining
relationships. confrict between parent and adolescent girl
is idealry resorved in the context of continuing care and an

ongoing commitment to sustaining the parent-chird
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relatÍonship. Itloreover, the resolution of conf lict through

intense interpersonal engagement aIIows for the practice of

important interpersonaL resolution skilIs for Iater adult

life.

Empathy and Identity
Ernpathy is central to the development of relational

capacities in women and therefore central to female identity
(Jordan, L984¡ Jordan, êt. âI, 1985; Surrey, L985a). The

basíc assumption here is that female identity develops

through relational interaction. Moreover, the increasing

capacity f.or mutually empathic engagement is identified as a

developmental goal for females.

For females, the fact that the primary caregiver is her

same-sexed parent signíficantly impacts on the capacity for

empathy. Jordan elucidates how the empathic bond between

mother and daughter is central to the elaboration of an

identity centred in connection in the girl (Jordan, êt. aI,

L985). rn addition to the empathic capacity which grov¡s out

of the ongoing experience of self-in-relationship, girls are

socialized to be empathíc. They are encouraged from an

early age to tune into the feelings, thoughts and needs of

the other, through a primary identification process with

their same-sexed parent, and to develop the abÍlity to

perceive the response or reaction of others to them. The

characteristics involved in empathy are adaptive to the

activities involved in caretaking and nurturing eg.
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mothering.

For accurate empathy to occur a high level of

development and ego strength are said to be essentíal. One

must have a strong sense of one's differentness as well as

the ability to perceive both the differentness and t.he

sameness of the other; indeed these are inherenL in the

capacity for accurate empathy (Jordan, et. âI, i-985).

Moreover, mutual validation of the differences between self

and other and sensitivity to changing and increasing

abilities of the developing individual are said to be

crucial to the development of accurate empathy ( Surrey,

1985a ) .

The process of empathy can be said to be motivated by

the wish for relatedness. rt is a process that entails both

affective surrender and cognitive restructuring, as well as

ego boundaries that are sufficiently flexible. It is a

process that involves entering into the experiencing of the

other and feeling as the other feels.

The fact that the development of empat.hic capacity

originates within the early mother-daughter relationship a

relationship characterized by a strong attachment that is

particularly encouraged in female children and the fact

that mother tends to experience her daughter as more like

and continuous with herself, facilitate the growth of a

relationship which is characterized by an increasingly

complex capacity for empathy over time (Jordan, €t. â1,
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L985). Thus, females tend to develop an identity in which

they define themselves in relation to others, an identity
arising out of a growing refinement ot the capacity to enter

the subjective experiencing of the other.

Differentiation and Autonomy in Lhe Context of Relationship

The coexistence of the motivations of autonomy and

connection is proposed (Jordan, L984). Internalized

representations of the self as separate with clearly
differentiated boundaries may exist along with self-
representations ín which there is more overlap between self
and other. Both connection and separation are seen as

meaningful Iines of development throughout the Iifespan
(L984). Stern (1-990) challenges the dichotomous way in
which depictions of identity development speak of separation

and connection, where the move toward an individuated

identity implies a severing of early, and in particular
parental attachments. While adolescence is considered a

time of separation from attachments to parents, the

maintenance of relationships appears to be centraL to femare

identity. Rich (1990) distinguishes between, "separation"
and "individuation". She defines differentiation as the

development of one's own voice within the context of
relationship. For example, she find that adolescent girls
can differentiate within the framework of their
relationships with their mothers and at the same time remain

connected.
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As female identity is centred in connection, the use of

"separation" as a concept to describe psychological growth

in females may lead to confusion. Moreover' "separation"

may imply a negation of connection, which is at the core of

the female sense of self. Therefore, Rich's distinction

between "separation" and "individuation" to describe the

clarifying developrnent of fenale identity within a

relational context is useful. It seems that "individuation"
may be a more accurate description of Ídentity development

in females. Moreover, the centrality of connection

throughout female life is validated in Rich's use of

"individuation" as weII as in her choice of this concept

over "separation" to articulate female experience.

"rndividuation" would also help account for the development

of the capacity for accurate empathy; separation would be an

obstacle to this capacity.

The term "relationship-differentiation" appears helpful

as a way of conceptualizing female development in contrast

to the developmental path of separation-differentiation

typically observed in males (Surrey, L985). Relationship-

differentiation is used to describe a process of increasing

leveIs of flexibility, choice and complexity within a

relational context in which aIl parties to the relationship

are encouraged and challenged to sustain relational

connectedness and to be responsive and adaptive to the needs

and growth of the other(s). In this wâfr the growth of the
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self is fostered and reaches increasing levers of complexity
as a being-in-rerationship, through increased and broadened

relational experience, skill and capacity.

The readiness to be chalrenged by confrict, take risks,
express difficult feerings and respond to the need to adapL

to changing individuar and rerationar requirements by

altering internar images, patterns and interpersonal
proximity, allows for growth within a relationship. surrey
asserts that "relatíonship authenticity" aIIows the

participants of a reraLionship to take on these charlenges.
Here she refers to the capacity to feel emotionally
connected, crear, honest and purposeful in reratÍonship.

"Relationship-differentiation" is helpful in the
perspective it offers of femare identity deveropment. For

example, ât adorescence young women enter a criticar tÍme in
which they are faced with changing needs and the demands to
adapt to changes engendered by growth. The charlenge lies
not only in facing and responding to these changes, but

doíng so within a rerational context. The failure of the

adorescent-parent relationship to allow for changing needs

such as the young womanrs desire to become more engaged in
extra-familial relationships, ilây lead to a sense of row

self-worth as the prayers in the relationship have faired in
mutual understanding, sharing and responsiveness. These

relational capacities of mutuarity are necessary so that the
young woman's identity may continue to grow and
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differentiate within the conLext of relationship and without

the threat of separation. SimiIarIy, "relationshíp

authenticity" is useful in articulating developmental needs.

One of the requirements of the developing girl is the need

to feel that it is safe to reveal herself within her primary

relationship and to know that despite the possibilit'y that

conflict may arise, the relationship will endure. Where

such relatíonal condítions exist, the self experíences

acceptance and valÍdation, and change is encouraged in the

safety of a continuing, supportive relationship.

The idea that for females differentiation and autonomy

can, and ideally do occur within the context of primary

relationships is supported by research findings.

In her study of the mother-daughter relationship at

adolescence, Rich's (1990) findings suggest that in

struggles around change and differentiation, girls'

developmental challenge is to sustain connection while

allowing for change and differentiatíon. Failure in this

regard may lead to a sense of self as a failure.

Independence, often hailed as a universal goal of

development and a sign of mature identity, seems to be

conceived of in the relational context by Rich's subjects.

These young v/omen speak of making their own choices and

taking action on their own. Yet, in cases where a mother

conveys to her daughter a lack of trust in the latter's

ability to take care of herself, the daughter exhibits
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difficulty in trusting herself (Rich, I990). This indicates
the importance of the rerationship for the growth of a

hearthy sense of self. The development of a healthy
identity appears to be inhibited by the absence of
validation and support from significant others. The

relationship between female self-concept and how one

perceives that others perceive her seems apparent also.
Rich also finds that as daughters speak of their needs

for becoming independent, they describe a need to be

interdependent with their mothers. Total independence is
associated with a lack of connection. The wish for ongoing

connection that adapts to the changing needs associated with
the move toward adulthood, appears as an ongoing and central
theme in the lives of the girls interviewed.

conflict emerges as a way of expressing difference in
the context of the primary rerationships described by Rich's
interview subjects. The abirity to cope with and resolve
confrict within the rerationship appears to validate and

empo\^rer the gi rls as worthy, ef f ective and competent beings-
in-relationship (1990).

Stern's findings also support the view that for
females, identity develops without relinquishing
connectedness (1990). She uses interviews to explore how

adorescent gírls dear with the contrary striving of
separation and connection. Her findings suggest that the
coexistence of connection and differentiation signals a
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healthy resolution of the conflict posed by the seemingly

opposing strivings of connection and differentiation.
Adolescent girls are found not to choose one over the other,

as major developmental theory would have them do in order to
achieve a clear sense of identity. Rather, connection and

differentiation are conceived of as two compatible aspects

of the self 's needs which interact to elaborate each other.

The ability to become more independent and take care of

oneself more ably is seen as enhancing one's ability to see

the other - specifically the mother - in her ov¡n terms as

someone with needs, rather than as someone who's main reason

for being is to be a caretaker. This ability to see the

other in turn widens the adolescent girls' capacity Lo

respond to the needs of others, such as their mothers. Àt

the same time, relationships are experienced as essential in
the sense that they provide support for oners development.

These gírIs seem to use increased individual skiIIs and

capacities to enhance their relationships with their
mothers. Stern's work suggests that differentiation
involves an evolving ability for responsiveness and

connection within the context of a continuing relationship.
As female identity is centred in a continuous sense of

one's relatedness to others, female identity is
interpersonally oriented. As it develops within
of interdependent relationship, the female comes

herself as someone who is continuously connected

context

know

othe rs.

a

to

to
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Her sense of herself in the world is as someone who lives

interdependently. It follows that independence, with its

common meaning of one who stand and acts alone and is self-

reliant, may appear as a threat to the identity of women.

Conclus i on

Based on the recent female-centred body of work

pertaining to female psychological identity we may say a

number of things about the nature of this identity.

As it tends to develop within a relational context of

care and connectedness rather than through a process of

separation, female identity is embedded in connection and

may be more accuratety described as a "self-in-relation".
The challenge and aspiration of development becomes a highly

evolved relatedness, rather than a journey toward

separation. Through the ongoing experience of the self-in-

relation, identity maturation is marked by increasingly

complex relational skiIIs, a broadening sense of connection

to others and the abitity to achíeve differentiation and

simultaneously sustain connection within primary

relationships. Thus, interdependence rather than

independence is a developmental goaI.

As female identity is embedded in connectionr câring

and the capacity to be responsive to others, it may be said

to be "other-oriented". The developmental experience of

females leads them to become more concerned with the

feedback from others for validation of self. Moreover, a
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sense of self as effective (empowermenL), and a sense of

self worth occur primarily through relationship.

For females, developrnent involves a mutually

ínteractive process withÍn a relationship in which

participants are mutually empowered, and in which it, is

equally important to make oneself known as well as to be

known. This suggests that for women, identity and intimacy

are inextricably Iinked. rndeed, the need to understand the

other ís essential throughout female Iife for self-esteem

and for a sense of effectiveness, as it is integral to

female identity.

The central importance of sustaining relationships to

identity in females is further substantiated by SaIzman,

(l-990). She interviewed a group of adolescent girls

identified as having problematic relationships with their
parents particulary their mothers. Most of these girls

were children of parents who underwent highly conflicted

divorce. The families' interactional patterns generally

reflected an inability to resolve conflict.

These young women's stories reveal that even under such

conflicted circumstances with the primary people in their

lives, the centrality of attachment to theír experience of

self persists. AII the girls spoke of continuing emotional

attachnent to their mothers. For the most part, these girls

chose to persist in their relationships with their mothers

despite their av¡areness that these relationships failed to
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fulfill their personal needs. While one girl in the sample

did appear to deny attachment with her mother, her need for

attachment was realized in another relationship. Thus, that

these girls chose problematic attachment over non-attachment

may be testimony to the centrality of relationship to the

female adolescent.

Unfortunately this choice may also signify the

silencing of the self, âs relationship authenticity, which

permits conflict within the safety of a continuing

relationship, is Iargely absent. Identity development ís

therefore inhibited. The self receives the message that she

must be silent, and must neither change nor express

difference, on threat of loss of the relationship. Even if

the adolescent girl attempts to express difference, she may

not be heard. In either case, the self is not validated as

relationally competent. Nor is the self empowered through a

sense of effectiveness in the relationship. The young woman

must choose between relinquishing an unfulfilling

relationship or sustaining a connection that fails to meet

important personal needs. The choice appears as sacrifice

of the relationship or self-sacrifice. Salzman's findings

suggest that most girls might choose self-sacrÍfice. This

makes sense in tight of the crucial inportance of sustaining

relationships to female identity, and in light of the

internalized cultural expectation that good women put

others' needs before their ohrn. This attests as well to the
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orientation toward other of female ident.ity.

we can at least begin to see how the connected,

relational identity that tends to predominate in females may

lead to certain kinds of difficulties. In the next chapter

we wiII explore how a relational identity in females may be

construed as an etiological factor in eating disorders,

relying on women-centred psychological research and theory

such as that just discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

rdentity as an Issue in Females with Eating Disorders

The Need for a Shift in Prevailing Conceptualizations of

Identity Issues in Eating Disorders

There is now sufficient research and theory generated

on female psychology to enable us to conceptualize female

identity issues in eating disorders in women's own terms

(JosseIson, L990¡ Surrey, L985b). There appears to be much

agreement that care and connection constitute the primary

framework for female growth, and that females tend to

develop a sense of self-in-relationship (eaker-MilIer,

I977¡L984, Carlson t972, Chodorow, L97B¡L989, Peck, L986,

Gilligan, L982, Jordan, L984, Josselson, L990, Surrey,

L985a). The idea that a mature ídentity for females in our

culture is embedded in connectionr rlêcessitates a critical

shift in prevailing conceptualizations of the identÍty

struggles among fenales with eating disorders, in which the

failure to separate is hightighted (Steiner-Adair, 1990).

Therefore, in this chapter feminist psychology is drawn upon

in order to develop a conceptualization of the issue of

identity in females with eating disorders. Justification

for basing an understanding of this identity problem on

woman-centered research and theory lies in the fact that

thís growing body of work is grounded ín the study of fenale
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inadequate in accounting for the psychological experience

girls and women.

While prevailing literature casts problems concerning

identity in females with eating disorders as a failure to

develop a sense of self-as-separate, and a sense of personal

ineffectiveness, difficulty in perceiving and identifying

one's own physiological and psychological sensations and

feelings, and dependency and over-reliance on others for

personal validation are portrayed as symptoms of this

failure (Bruch, L973¡ L979; llinuchin et.aI, L978; Sours,

L979) evolving lromen-centered research and theory urges a

shift Ín perspective on the nature of identity issues in

eating disorders (Steiner-Adair, l-990).

Separation and the establishment of a clear sense of

self as a Separate, autonomous, self-reliant individual are

highlighted as the signs of mature identity achievement, and

are the standards by which identity problems in eating

disorders are measured against. Yet' v¡oman-centered

psychology has shown that these standards are male-derived

and therefore not valid indicators of female growth (Baker-

Mi1Ier, l-984; Gilligan, t982). rnstead, recent developments

in the psychology of women have suggested that healthy

female identity is characterized by a sense of self as

someone who is continuously connected with others, by

complex relational capacities involving the building and

67
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sustaining of relationships, and by caring and

responsiveness to others. The growth of the femare self in
patriarchal curture, in which the norm is that women mother

their same-sexed chírdren, tends to be a growth of self-in-
relationships. Thus, the development of the female's

continuous ongoing sense of herself is through rerationship
(Baker-Mi1Ier, t977¡ L984; Chodorow, 1978; GiIligan, Lggz,

Jordan et.aI. L985). Female identity ís embedded Ín
connection. It follows that the healthy female self
develops the ability to function interdependentry, rather
than independently (Baker-MiIler, L984¡ Stiver, L9B4¡

surrey, L985a). rndeed, it appears that interdependence is
the developmental goal in females.

The capacity for empathy, growing out of the abitity to
feel as the other feers and less firmly differentiated serf-
other boundaries, is also identified as an important

developrnentar goar for women (chodorow, L97g; Baker-Miller,
L984i Jordan, L9B4¡ Jordan, et.a1, L985; Surrey, j.9B5a).

This capacity is framed by emotional connection, and

grounded in a prirnary developmental, relationar context. rn

its mature form, empathy has evolved to include the ability
to experience the worrd of the other and then to step back

into one's own worrd and integrate the other's experience by

employing one's elaborated cognitive and emotional

capacities, so that one may respond sensitively to another
( Jordan , L984) .
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As the female's identity is embedded in relationship,

validation of self and of self-worth occurs primarily within

a relational context for her relational skiIls and

capacities. rn other words, females come to know themselves

as valuable persons for their capacities of caring,

nurturirg, responsiveness to others and empathy (Josselson,

1-990; Baker-Miller, I977¡ GilIigan, 1982l'. Thus, the self

is validated foremost within an interpersonal context,

rather than through individual achievement. Furthermore, as

female identity tends to be realized through sustaining

connection rather than through separation, it may be

speculated that for females separation is not only

unnecessary, but also threatens the relational seIf.

Separation may be experienced as a negation of one's

identíty where that identity is centered in relationship.

In light of the view that female identity is informed

primarily by the experience of self-in-relationship, it

appears that the conceptualization of identity problems in

females as being grounded in a "diffuse" or "enmeshed" sense

of self is misguided. While these terms generally connote

pathology, they refer to an experience of self said to be

common to females in our culture (Bograd, L987). Given

their developmental experience, it is normal that females

tend to develop less rigid ego boundaries than males

(Chodorow, 1978). If this is sor the question is not how is

it that young hromen with eating disorders are unable to
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separate and function autonomously; rather, it seems more

appropriate to ask, what problems or obstacles are Ín the

way of the further development of the relational self at

that particular time of life in which a young woman takes on

an eating disorder?

The Mother-Daughter Relationship

As the mother-daughter relationship is identified by

various woman-centered writers as the core context for the

development of female ídentity (Baker-MiIler, L984¡

Chodorow, L978; Jordan, et.aI, L9B5; Kaplan, et.aI,1985;
Salzman, L990¡ Surrey, 1985a) then this relationship is
critical- to understanding identity struggles in females with

eating disorders. The ongoing intimate attachment of this
key relationship is franed by emotional connectedness.

While the overinvolved mother is identified as a factor
in the development of an eating disorder in the literature
(Minuchin et.aI, L91B¡ Garfinkel a Garner, L982), woman-

centered theory demonstrates how mothers are socialized t,o

be primarily concerned with connection, câring, nurturance

and a high level of sensitivity to the needs and feelings of

others. Moreover, culture encourages a high leveI of
mother-daughter intimacy as weIl as the relational
capacities and styles that grow out of it (Baker-tvtiller,

L977; Chodorow, l-978). These relational styles are referred

to as "enmeshed" or "overinvolved" (Bograd, 1_9S7). While

overinvolvement and enmeshment refer to a lack of
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separateness between individuals and are portrayed as

undesirable or pathologic qualities, Chodorow shows us that

mothers tend to experience their daughters as more Iike, and

continuous with themselves, as a result of patriarchically

created psychological experience. Thus, the ongoing

connection of the mother-daughter relationship is supported

by culture and is the basis for how a female comes to know,

experience and define herself. Indeed, feminist

psychological research indicates thaL the continuation of

íntimate involvement between mother and daughter through

adolescence into early adulthood, is critical in order for

the daughter to develop a healthy sense of self that is to

sây, a healthy sense of self-in-relationship (KapIan, et.aI,

L985; Ivlendelsohn , I99Q ¡ Rich , 1990 ¡ Salzman , L9 90 ) .

Moreover, it appears that even where the mother-daughter

relationship is not supportive and validating to a young

woman's sense of self, she generally chooses to continue in

her efforts to sustain rather than sever this relational

connection (Rich, l-990). Thus, there is evidence that beíng

in relationship and sustaining relational connection,

particularly with mother, is centraf to the female sense of

self. StiII, such a choice may in turn mean that within a

relational context that is so crucial to a young woman's

identity development as a relational self, she is not

validated, supported or encouraged in her sense of self. In

this wây, a daughter's attachment with her mother, on the
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one hand so cruciar to her sense of who she is, may at the

same time be problematic, particularly in terms of her

identity. Thusr wê may specurate that identity issues in
females with eating disorders may arise out of probrematic

attachment, rather than a failure to separate. ff. a

female's identity is informed by her rerationship with her

mother and therefore embedded in connection, then "fusion"
or "enmeshment", cited as signs of a rack of separation and

a clearry differentiated and autonomous sense of self, Rây

be more appropriately framed as problematic attachment:

whereas the terms "fusion" and "enmeshment" generarly imply

a need to separate, woman-centered psychologicar research

and theory propose that for females healthy deveropment

requires ongoing attachment. thus identity issues in
femares with eating disorders may have more to do with
difficulties around sustaining an important relationship,
than with a need for separation.

It seems that the question of a young woman's

difficulty with identity, such as what is observed in
sufferers of eating disorders, is not how a daughter fails
to develop an identiLy centered in separateness, but how she

fails in her development of an identity embedded in
connection. What does a girl/woman need in order to
continue to develop a healthy sense of self within a

relational contexL? Conversely, what may hinder this
development?
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Adorescence and young adulthood, considered critical
periods for the formation and consolidation of identity, are

reported to be a high risk period for the development of
eating disorders (Surrey, L985b). Hence, this period of
development may represenL a major juncture in the emergence

of the rerationar self, and eating disorders may signify
obstacles to femare identity development. Female Ídentity
deveropment occurs through relationship, and enhancement as

a rerational serf is proposed as a primary deveropmental

goal (Surrey, L987). Through relationship, through the

ongoing practice of empathic relating, caring and

responding, the femare Ís enabled to develop increasingly
sophisticated and complex skirls and capacities in the

interpersonal rearm of connection. she requires the

relational context in which to practice these skirls, and

she needs support for, and encouragement and varidation of
herserf as competent and effective in her relationar
capacities. Her sense of self as competent and êffective
occurs foremost through relationship (Baker-Milrer, L9g4).

For the adorescent girl, the key rerationship here for her

identity development is with her nother (Kaplan, et.aI,
L985; Surrey, L985a ) .

Encouragement, support and varidation may be implicit
or explicit. Mother may sây, "thank-you for caring, r feel
better." Alternatively, daughter may sense the impact of
her own responsiveness to mother through her (daught,er's)
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developed capacity to tune into another's experiencing. rn

these v¡ays, the daughter is validated as a competent self-

in-relationship. Thus, ideally the developing femaLe

receives a continuing supply of approval fot, and

confirmation of her relational identity, and is thereby

simultaneously encouraged to continue to grow along

relational lines (Surrey, L985a). She is encouraged in the

relationship and by cultural stereotypes of femininity to

continue to grow as a relational being (Baker-MilIer, L984)..

Thus, she is motivated to develop a connected identity,

rather than one that is grounded in separation.

Part of what facilitates the development of a

relational, connected identity is the capacity for conflict

within relationship. Indeed, difficulties around allowing

conflict to emerge and around dealing with conflict within

the mother-daughter relationship appear to hinder the

development of a healthy relational self in the daughter at

adolescence (Rich, L99Q¡ SaIzman, L990). Particularly

during this period of growth, a young woman appears to

experience more conflict with her parents. However, this
does not signify a need to separate for the adolescent

female. Rather, it is proposed that what she does need is

to individuate. That is to sây, her developmental task is

to become more differenL within the relationship (Surrey,

1985a; Rich, 1990 ) . "Relationship differentiatÍon"

appears to be a more accurate reflection of the adolescent
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girl's experience than "separation - individuation" (Surrey,

L985a). The developmental task, then, ât this point is not

to separate in order to develop a healthy, mature, and clear

sense of self as separate. Instead, it centres around the

challenge of individuation without separating and without

loss of connection to primary attachrnents which tend to be

so central to the continuing sense of self in females. As

female identity is centered in connectedness, and as a

healthy identity is defined as a continuous, ongoing,

subjective experience of self, (Reber, Lg85), then it. can be

postulated that for females separation would tend to

constitute a rather sharp discontinuity of experience of

self. Thus, for females separation may be a process of

Iosing touch with se1f, that is, with the relational self.

Conflict within a relational context, sp€cifically in

the mother-daughter relationship, occurs where there is a

sense of assurance that the expression of difference will

not threaten the continuation of the relationship (Surrey,

1985a). Such conflict precipitates and facilitates

differentiation within the context of an ongoing primary

relational attachment. This suggests that where the

developing adolescent perceives that conflict may lead to a

severing of connection, particularly in her relationship
with her mother, she may avoid conflict, and thereby

sacrifice her developmental needs to express difference and

to differentiate. The importance of conflict to female
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identity development suggested by Surrey (L985a) and others

(eg. Rich, L990i Salzman, L990l., particularly during

adolescence , offers new Iight to a conceptualization of

identity issues in fenales with eating disorders. As

previously stated, conflict avoidance is observed to be

characteristic to these young v¡omen. It may be better

understood as a way of ensuring one's identity as a

connected self in the face of emotional detachment.

The importance of expressing difference and of allowing

for conflict to emerge within the primary relationship seems

to be very important to the healthy development of a growing

young woman's identity as a relational being. Facing and

working through differences aIIows the adolescent to develop

and deepen her perceptions of herself as an individual'

albeit an individual-in-relationship. It is important to

bear in mlnd that conflict is experienced, expressed and

resolved in relation to other(s). The young woman expresses

and asserts her opinions, feelings, values and beliefs to

someone with whom she is in relationship. In this way she

gives voice to her needs as a being-in-relationship.

Through such self-expression she develops a more

sophisticated and articulate sense of herself. Thus,

identity is clarÍfied and elaborated through relational

activity. If the female is disallowed or hindered in some

way from givíng voice in this wây, she may silence herself

rather than allow for the relationship to disintegrate. rn
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this wây, she may choose self-sacrifice over separation.

Self-sacrifice, cited as a feature of females with eating

disorders (Bruch, L979¡ Minuchin, L97B), thus may be seen as

an attempt by the relational self to resolve a dilemma posed

by the conflict between taking care of the needs of the

developing relational self on the one hand, and alienation

on the other. As relational beings oriented toward caring

for and responsiveness to others who live in a dominant

culture which encourages women to sacrifice personal needs

for the needs and wishes of others (Baker-I{iller, L977),

this spirit of self-sacrifice, cited as a pathological

feature in the literature on eating disorders, can hardly be

considered an anomaly in females. Gilligan (L9B2l, proposes

that while self sacrifice is inherent to an identity

centered in care and connection, the psychological

maturation process leads to the capacity to take oneself

into account as well. We may therefore further postulate

that females with eating disorders, hindered in their

identity development, are impeded in their capacity to

reconcile responsibilit.y to self (selfishness) with

responsibility to others, particularly within the conlext of

primary attachments.

Self-in-relation theory states Lhat the relational self

needs to participate in relationship in a mutually

beneficial and enhancing way. Again, in focusing on

development, the mother-daughter relationship is stressed
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here. This ongoing relating is framed by emotional

connection. rn terms of development, this emotionally

framed relating involves a process of increasingly mutual

empathy, câring, têsponsiveness and empot,'terment (Baker-

MilIer, L984; Surrey, 1985a, L9B1). Through validation and

approval of the gÍr1's increasing relational capacities, she

develops a sense of self as competent. Through her capacity

to impact on others by caring and responding, she develops a

sense of setf as effective. This is to say she is empowered

through relationship.

The safety of knowing that her primary attachment with

mother will withstand conflict, particularly at the critical
juncture of adolescence, âlIows the young woman fulfilment

of needs for personal expression and growth, and permits her

to continue to feel validated as a competent t têlational

self. This is so because she can continue to sustain a very

important relationship whíIe engaging in healthy expressÍon

of difference and conflict. rhis relational process enables

her to individuate (Surrey, 1985a).

Thus, she requires support and validation within the

relationship in order to develop a sense of self as worthy,

competent and effective. To achieve this, she must perceive

that it is permissible to give voice to her needs, values,

beliefs and feelings without fear of losing a relationship

which has been essential to her sense of self-in-

relationship. If she cannot do this, not only will she
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sacrifice her ovrn needs and the rerational process which

would facilitate increasÍng articulation of her identity,
but, as well, she may be in danger of losing touch with
herself. Individuation, then, takes place through

relationships rather than through separation. However,

problems in relationship, particularly with the mother who

in most cases is so central to her identity formation, may

hinder the rerationar processes necessary for nurturing and

facilitating individuation in developíng young r¡¡omen.

Established perspectives characterize identity issues

in eating disorders as a failure to develop a sense of serf
that is rooted in separateness with crearly differentiated
ego boundaries. fhis separate sense of self is
characterized by autonomous functioning, self-reriance and

an overall sense of personal effectiveness. Thus, it is
generally said that females with eating disorders have a

dÍffuse sense of self as a resurt of a failure to separate,

and that this díffuse identity is marked by poor self-other
boundaries, dependency, over-reliance on others for personar

validation, a strong sense of personal ineffectiveness, an

inabitity to function independently, and marked difficurty
in identifying one's own feelings (Bruch, L979¡ Garfinkel &

Garner, L982; Minuchin et. êI, 197B).

Baker-Mi11er (1984) reported that at adolescence a

girl's awareness of her mother's lack of power and value in
society is heightened. From early life a girl has
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identified with her mother's relational activity and style

(1984). At adolescence, a high risk time for the

developrnent of eating disorders in females (Surrey, L985a),

they tend to become acutely aware that relational activity

and the way of being that is associated with this activity

is devalued. rt follows that if adolescent girls have not

perceived that their mothers value themselves as relational

selves and if they are also not valued by other signifícant
people such as their fathers, there is little, if anything

existing within their immediate developmental context to

counter or offset the cultural devaluation of the skills and

capacities associated with being female. Inasmuch as the

female child's sense of self is experienced so intimately in

relation to her mother, it is likely that the adolescent

daughter will experience her sense of self as devalued, and

moreover, will feel betrayed by, and angry with her mother

for her lack of pov¡er and va1ue. rt would therefore appear

that t,he cultural devaluation of women combined with

mothers' inLernalization of this devaluation as well as the

incorporation of this devaluation by other significant
people, put young \¡romen at considerable risk f or developing

a poor self-concept, particularly during adolescence. As a

young rtroman experiences her relational self as devalued and

lacking in power, then she would most Iikely describe

herself as someone who is not worth much and has little of
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value to offer.
or ineffectual.

She would experience herself as powerless

We may therefore speculate that the sense of personal

ineffectiveness observed in the 1Íterature on females with

eating disorders arises in part out of a heightened sense of

self as devaluedr âs a result of both prevailing culturat
values concerning women and a rather undiscerning

internalization of those values by mothers and others with
whom these young women are most intimately connected.

As females develop a sense of self as competent and

effective through relationship, their sense of personal

effectiveness grows out of, and occurs primarily through

relationship (Baker-lvliller , L984¡ Surrey , L987 ) . Through a

female's empathic capacity and abilities to respond to and

care for others and to build and sustain relationships, she

impacts on others. She develops a sense of self as powerful

and effective through the capacity to impact on others

within the context of relationship. It may therefore be

postulated that where this source of empo\^¡erment or personal

effectiveness is somehow inaccessible to her, she wourd then

experience herself as not being able to have an impact on

her world. Thus, it can be further postulated that not only

does the sense of powerlessness in females with eating
disorders relate to a powerful internalization of the

cultural devaluation of women, but that it also concerns a
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disconnection with their core sense of self and hence an

incapacity to experience personal effectiveness.

As stated earlier, empowerment through relationship

derives from increasing relational capacitÍes such as

empathy. As the maturation of empathic capacity requires a

high Ievel of retationship-differentiation, and as

relationship-differentiation is facilitated by adaptiveness

to developmental needs for change which are manifested in

relational conflict, then conflict plays an important part

in the elaboration of empathic capacity. In turn, empathic

capacity engenders an increased sense of empowerment through

relationship (Baker-MilIer, L9B4¡ Jordan, L9841. Therefore,

empowerment through relationship is related to the

importance of conflict for the growth of the relational

self: Where the developing adolescent female perceives Lhat

giving voice to the changing needs spurred by growth and

expression of personal difference threaten relational

disconnection, then she is significantly Iimited in

experiencÍng herself as having a meaningful impact on others

particularly her mother. Hence, she is likety to

experience herself as powerless or ineffective.

In a mother-daughter relationship in which giving voice

to conflict is permissible, Pârticularly in that conflict is

not perceived as leading to disconnection, then the

adolescent girl's individuation - within relationship is

facilitated as the relationship is adaptive to the changing
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adorescent is empowered through this adaptiveness because

allows her to experience herserf as having a meaningfur

impact on others within an ongoing rerationship which has

been the foundation of her identity formation. Thus, she

enabred to experience herserf as having an impact on what

happens to her.

conversely, it can be reasonabry predicted that the

adorescent daughter wilr experience herself as powerress

where conflict is submergedr âs under such circumstances she

Ís denied varuabre opportunity to experience herself as a

competent and effective relationar serf. This may exprain
the sense of personar ineffectiveness observed in femares

with eating disorders. vühire this sense of powerl_essness

has been related to a failure to deverop a separate sense of
self , (Bruch, L973¡ LgTg; Minuchin, et.al , i,g7g; Sours,

t979), it may instead be understood as a fairure to deal

wíth interpersonar conflÍct, particurarly within the context
of the primary rerationship. Thus, self-in-relation theory
arrows us to postulate that the fémare with an eating
disorder's experience of serf as ineffective and not in
control arises from problematic attachment, usually with her

mother. Hence, her sense of powerlessness may be at reast
in part seen to derive from obstacles within her primary

relationar worrd which function to prevent expression of
confrict and difference and increasing articulation of serf.
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Such expression is necessary for the elaboration,
development and affirmation of a developing young lvoman's

identity (Rich, L990¡ Surrey, L985a; KapIan, et.al, 1985).

Às she is hindered from the articulation of her own needs,

opinions, values, beriefs and indeed differences within her

primary relational world, it becomes difficult for her to
differentiate in reration to her mother, as she is silenced.
Rather than receiving encouragement to differentiate-in-
relationship, she is discouraged from knowing herself. As

she is silenced, she may fail to develop the ability to

identify her own needs and feelings. With this in mind, the

depiction of the inability of females wíth eating disorders

to identify their own psychological and physiological cues

changes. Rather than signalling a failure to develop a

sense of self as separate, this difficulty in relation to

their o\rrn needs and feelings arert us to obstacles to both

relationship-differentiation and empowerment through

relationship.

As interdependence is a major developmental goal of the

relational self , (Rich, l-990; Surrey, i.985a), then

conceptualizations of females with eating disorders as

overly reliant on others may also be misguided, as these

renderings suggest that these young women must learn to

assert themselves as autonomousry functioníng individuars.
As the development of autonomy in females is framed by the

development of a connected identity (Bograd, L9B7¡
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Josselson, l-990; Mendelsohn, I990), the problem of

dependency may be more aecurately described as a fear of

self-assertion within a relational context due to the threat

of disconnection and isolation.

As females' experience of self is primarily in relation

to others, descriptions of their identity in the Iiterature

on eating disorders as "fused" or "enmeshed" are problematic

in that they devalue that which is the norm for female

identity. Ivloreover, these descriptions imply that f emales

should develop a male-like identity in order to mature and

achieve a reasonable level of mental health and adult

functioning. As the primary experience of self in females

tends to be through relationship, it, appears more useful to

construe problematic identity in females with eating

disorders as difficulty in continuing in the development of

the relational seIf.
rn order to appreciate this problem of relationship

differentiation, it is helpful to consider the importance of

empathic development to female Ídentity. The capacity for

accurate empathy requires flexible self-other boundaries.

It involves the abÍlity to experience the subjective world

of the other, and then to re-enter one's own experiencing

and be able to differentiate between the experience of self

and the experience of other. Thus, a high degree of

differentiation is required here. Yet, this differentiation

occurs within a relational context, and indeed it must occur
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within relationship if advanced empathic capacity is to
deverop. Mutuality is critical here. For example, if there

is a lack of mutuar varidation of experiencíng then a

deveroping femare's experience of self is not varidated. rn

this case, her differentiation is not encouraged or
facilitated. Thus, deveroping empathic capacity, invorving
an increasing ability to experience the other as if the

other were oneserf, comes also to inctude av¡areness and

acknowledgement of one's own experiencing (Jordan, L9g4).

rhis latter capacity implies differentiation of setf in
reration to another rather than apart from another and it is
encouraged through mutuar validation. Thus, the difficulty
with rerationship-differentiation in females with eating
disorders may be understood as involving obstacles to the

development of mature empathy, where the growing female

serf 's experiencing within rerationship is not validated by

her significant other (eg. her mother). rn this wây,

failure in the deveropment of empathic capacity can be seen

to impede the eraboration of the relational setf in females

with eating disorders. Given the requirements f.or the

development of an identity embedded in connection, how can a

young hroman continue to grov\¡ as a relationar self in a

situation in which on the one hand she needs to be abre to
express her selt/relational needs wiLhin an ongoing

relationar attachment, and yet on the other hand to do so

threatens the severance of that relationship?
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Research indicates that ongoing parental support for

the expressing of the self is critical to the maturation of

a young woman's identity (Kaplan, et.a], 1985; Rich, t990¡

SaIzman, L990). Validation within an ongoing attachment

with the mother is generally understood by woman-centered

psychology as particularly critical for increasing

articulation of the self in developing females (Baker-

Mi11er, L984; Chodorow, L918; Jordan, L984¡ Surrey, L985a).

As the daughter experiences a strong identification

with her mother and with her mother's relational activity,

where her mother fails to value and be considerate of her

own needs, or indeed has sacrificed her care of self for

care of others such as her famÍIy members, then the

daughter, too, may lose touch with her own needs. rn this

case, the daughter internalizes a self-representation as

self-sacrificing. She internalizes the message that she

must silence her needs and her individual voice as the needs

and voices of others are more important and deserving of

attention than her own. Thus, the daughter may lose touch

with her self her own voice and needs, and her o\¡¡n

emotional and physiological cues. This sort of self-

sacrifice is supported by the larger culture as an expected

and desirable trait in women (Baker-l{iller, L977). As

caring for others is central to female identity to begin

with, the choice of self-sacrifice such as described in the
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literature on eating disorders may be seen as an expression

of an identity that is in its essence relational.

Gilligan's (L982''t model for the development of the

connected self serves to illuminate the intricate connection

between self-sacrifice and identity in females. As

described earlier, she traces a progression from selfishness

to self-sacrifice and finally to a posítion in whÍch the

indivídual, having reached a highly elaborated sense of self

as intricately related to others in an expanded web of

connection, and having undergone a transÍtional period in

which she re-evaluates her selfless positionr êrrives at a

position in which she considers both the needs of self and

other. rhis suggests a highly developed sense of self-in-

relationship, involving an awareness that as someone who

exists and moves in a world of relationships, considerations

of care and responsiveness must include the se1f. rhis

shift in perspective also points to highly developed

cognitive capacities, as the young woman moves from

either/or thinking to the capacity for complex thought that

is required for the ability to approach each context of

experience in its uniqueness (L982¡ Gilligan, et.al, L988).

Moreover, the failure to move out of the selfless position

and to be able to include the self is found to be

accompanied by psychological distress such as eating

disorders (Gilligan, et.a1, 19BB ) . This finding Iends

further support to the view that issues of identity in
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females with eating disorders centre around a failure in the

deveropment of a connected identity rather than an identity
based on separation. cilligan's paradigm suggests that the

characteristic spirit of serf-sacrifice in femares with
eating disorders represents an entrenchment in the selfress
position. As periods of crisis are found to precipitate the

growth of the capacity to include the self (Gilligan, LgB2),

it may be that obstacles to relational conflict prevent as

well the emergence of the capacity to consider self.
As the experiencing of conflict wÍthin the primary

rerationship appears to be critical to the eraboration of a

connected identity, then in rerationships where confrict is
submerged, the developing female is discouraged from

expressing personal needs and differences, and from

practising varuable relationar skirls through dealing
directry with interpersonar conflict. rn this context she

is denied important aspects of the relational experience

necessary for furthering the development of her relational
identity, and enabring her therein to learn to incrude serf
in considerations of care t yêsponsiveness and connection.
Thus, the primary rerational context, which for a femare in
patriarchal curture is usuarry the mother-daughter

relationship, ßây contribute to the difficulty in
identifying emotional, mentar and physiological states that
is observed to be typicar of femares with eating disorders.
Further, it can be postulated that if a mother has been a
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self-sacrificing caretaker to her daughter and has failed to

give voice to her own needs, values and belíefs, then her

daughter, through identifying with what mother is doingr ilâY

assume a self-sacrificing mode and fail to differentiate.

Thus, the daughter may fail to progress from a selfless

positíon to one which includes articulation of and

responsiveness to her own needs, feelings, beliefs and

wishes. Moreover, while healthy development of a self-in-

relation requires such a shift, this is not a shift

supported by a culture which encourages women to be

selfless, and frowns upon women who assert their own needs

(Baker-Mi11er, L977). Thus, for some women, supporL for the

differentiation and articulation of the relational self

lacks from within and without.

In sum, while connectíonr câring and responsivity to

others are central to female identity, the attainment of

mature identity involves the capacity to care for and

respond to oneself (Gilligan, t992l. The shift to this

relational position occurs through a process of

differentiation-within-relationship, âs this process

involves increasing awareness and articulation of individual

needs, feelings and perceptions (Surrey, L985a). This

growing self-awareness and expression increases the

potential for relational conflict. Yet allowance for overt

expression of conflict functions as a critical facilitative
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factor for the process of differentiation-within-

relationship (Kaplan, et.al, 1985; Surrey, i.985a).

Conflict, especially within a relationship which has

been the primary conLext for the development of a girl's

identity, arises from the need to differentiate' It is

precipitated by developmental strivings at a critical point

in development at which a major developmental task is

identity formation (JosseIson, L990; Surrey, 1985a).

Through self-articulation within a relational context, a

young woman is enabled to take into account her own needs,

feelings and perceptions as well as those of others.

This woman-centered theory on the importance of

conflict to the articulation of self in females (Rich, L990¡

Surrey, L985a) provides the basis upon which to postulate

that the apparent propensity for self-sacrifice in females

with eating disorders may signal submerged interpersonal

conflict within a primary relational contest. In avoidíng

conflict, young women with eating disorders avoid valuable

opportunity for the articulation of self-in-relationship.

rn this sense their identity development is hindered.

Through conflict avoidance, difference is denied and

personal needs, values and wishes are sacrificed. However,

the issue of self-sacrifice in females with eating disorders

is not simply about being unable to allow primacy to the

needs of self. As female identity grows out of and is

centered in relationship, the problem is more likely that
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females who have eating disorders are unable to reconcire
the needs of self and the needs of other.

simirarry, the observation that femares with eating
disorders are characteristically watchful of others watching
them (Bruch, L979¡ Minuchin, et.ar , L97B¡ sours, LgTg,) may

speak of the orientation toward other of the relational
serf, rather than indicate individual (sours, LgTg) or
familial pathology (Munuchin, et.al, Lg7gl, or an

overreriance on others for a sense of identity (Bruch,

L973 ) . Woman-centered psychology inforns us of the
orientation toward other that grows out of a relationar self
(Jordan, et.ar, L9B5; Josselson, L973¡ 1990; Baker-tvtirler,
i-984; surrey, l-985a ) . The f emare comes to know and def ine
herself interdependently rather than independentry. Her

need to prease others, and to be responsive to their needs

is inherent to her sense of self. rt forrows, then that
this reliance on others for varidation of identity reported
in the literature on females with eating disorders is not a

pathologicar aberration. Rather it is the norm for femares

whose identity is embedded in relationship. However, it may

be that where this other-orientation is accompanied by a

disconnection from self, such as in a situation in which a

young woman is discouraged from acknowledging and responding
to her own needs and wishes, then she is disabred in terms

of adapting to deveropmentar change. rn this wây, Ít may be

tentatively concruded that her high lever of sensitivity and
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responsivity to others in the absence of sensitivity and

responsivity to seIf, ilây become problematic. This

imbalance may arise from problematic attachment, where

increasing differentiation is perceived by mother and

daughter as threatening disconnection (Sa1zman, L990).

The Family Context

Vühile family systems formulations of eating disorders

may have failed to take into account cultural factors and

the gender differences which arise from them (Libow, i-985;

Steiner-.Adair, L990), their conceptualization of the

familial interpersonal patterns which are said to typify the

family of a female with an eating disorder may be

reconsidered in tight of the v¡oman-centered psychological

theory and research presented in chapter one.

As has already been pointed out, the traditional family

constellatíon reflects the larger patriarchal social order,

especially in that males are more val-ued and ascribed more

power than females. This valuing of mal-es over females is
found to be internalized by both genders (Baker-MiIIer,

t977; Libow, L985). Despite social changes in recent

decades, women continue to be the primary nurturers and

caretakers responsible for the physical and psychological

growth of children, and generally continue to be devalued by

the larger culture to varying degrees. In turn, families,
as mediators of culture, may be said to internalize these

perceptions of female worth to greater or lesser degrees.
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It follows that some females wilI internalize a stronger

sense of self-as-devalued than wiIl others. The degree to

which young $¡omen devalue themselves likely depends to a

signifícant degree on how much their mothers devalued

themselves, given the centrality of the mother-daughter

relationship to female identity formation.

Moreover, the picture of the "overinvolved mother" and

"disengaged father" said to indicate family dysfunction and

identified as producÍng a child wíth an eating disorder

(Minuchin, et.aI, L978l', is in fact a normal family pattern

ín patriarchal culture in which males are encouraged to be

emotionally separate, and females are encouraged to

experience themselves in reLation to others and to be

emotionally attuned to and take care of others. Therefore,

we may conclude that as women develop a sense of self-in-

relationship, and as they are devalued, then they are at

risk for devaluing aspects of themselves which are basic to

their identity. Furthermorer sI€ can postulate that the poor

self-esteem that appears to be characteristic of females

with eating disorders (NEDIC, 1-988), arises in part from a

devaluing of the relational self which is supported by both

culture and family.

rf the family constellation identified as typical to

sufferers of eaLing disorders is typical of our culture, how

is it that not all daughters of such a family develop an

eating disorder? Other key factors identified in this
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family system are enmeshed boundaries, pârticularry between

the mother and the daughter who has an eating dísorder,
confrict avoÍdance, and trianguration of the chird into
parental conflict.

Again, using female-centered theory arrows new insights
into the Ídentity struggles in young women with eating
disorders and into the role of famiry in these difficulties.
To begin withr ivê may say that mother's ',overinvolvement" is
a style of relating which expresses her sense of serf-in-
relationship. Given a mother's position as primary

caretaker, it is normar that she experiences herself as more

like and continuous with her daughter, and that she desÍres
to be intimatery involved with her (chodorow, LgTg; Jordan,

L984). Furthermorer âs one whose identity is embedded in
relationship, the mother,s primary source of varidation and

empo\¡¡erment is through emotionarly connected caring and

responding within the context of ongoing relational
connection (surrey, 1987). The nore emotionally disengaged

her husband is, the less she wirt receive varidation as a

relational serf through her marital relationship. Thus,

more than in other families, and perhaps particularry if the

mother is additionalry isolated from other relationar
sources of empowerment and validation, she nay then come to
rely too heaviry on her same-sexed offsprirg, with whom she

has been in an intimate relationship arr along, for the
furfillment of her relationar- needs. Moreover, she may feel
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threatened by her daughter's striving toward individuation

and the conflict this entails, construing these as efforts

of separation or disconnection. Thus she may be afraid of

isolation and of failing to sustain a relationship. As

connection and sustaining relationships are central to

female identity, disconnection may lead to a sense of self

as failure in the mother. Hencer wê may postulate that it

is not the mother's intense carÍng and relational activities

vis a vis her daughter per se that are problematic, as

family systems theory proposes; separateness is not a part

of the solution to this "overinvolvement". Rather, it may

be a lack of fulfilment of mother's needs as a relational

being in the face of relative social isolation and a

disengaged marital relationship that fails to affirm her

identity, which lead to problematic attachment with her

daughter who has an eating disorder.

The triangulation of the daughter who has the eatíng

disorder into the marital dyad is depicted in systems

literature of the "anorectic family" as an inappropriate

attempt by the daughter to unite her parents and thereby

protect them from their own marital discord (Minuchin,

et.aI, L978). This may instead be understood as an effort

by the daughter to express her relational self as a

sustainer of relationships and thereby experience a sense of

self as competent. Hov¡ever, in so doing, the daughter has

the precarious task of submerging her own needs for growth
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through ongoing dialogue and through expression of

difference and conflict, in order to engage her parents. rn

this roundabout way, she can be seen as trying to have her

mother's relational needs met. Unfortunately, this young

woman's needs for growth and individuation as a relational

self are thereby neglected. Self-sacrifice over-rides self-

care for the sake of connection. The elaboration of the

daughter's connected sense of self is curtailed. She is

hindered from the process necessary to attain the

developmental position of a relational self that would

include consideration of self as well as others.

The relational self found to characterize females may

also illuminate the high level of loyalty to the famíly

found to characterize females with eating disorders: In not

expressing dissent, these young women are not simply being

overly compliant in order to avoid conflict and keep the

family unit from coming apart, but they are choosing

connection over disconnection. Sustaining connection is
central to female identity and a primary source of personal

empowerment. It appears that certain family forces may in

effecL act to deny the necessary relational adaptiveness

that would enable and encourage these females toward

increasing relationship-differentiation and the resultant
capacity for inclusion of the self. In the context of the

family, this lack of adaptiveness to the developmental needs

of these young women may be understood as arising from a
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highly stereotypic marital arrangement in which mother is
emotionally cut off from her husband and additionally has

few or no other sources of relational validation and

empov¡erment. Thus, it is not simply the mother-daughter

relationship that gives rise to identity problems in females

with eating disorders, but it is also the broader relational

context in which this relationship unfolds and the

traditional marital arrangement which can be seen as playing

a significant role in the identity struggles that we see in

females with eating disorders.

In a family in which conflict is submerged, it can be

very difficult to feel that one can inpact on others through

caring and responsivity, and to have a sense of oneself as

participating in mutually empowering relationships. ThÍs

may contribute to the sense of personal ineffectiveness

found in females with eating dÍsorders, (NEDIC, L9B8). In a

mutually empowering relationship women develop a sense of

personal effectiveness through impacting on others. Through

impacting on others, they receive validation as competent

relational beings, and support and responsiveness to their
changing needs as developing individuals-within-
relationship. Permission within the relationship for
conflict to emerge and the readiness to attempt to resolve

it are found to be crucial here, because conflict indicates

a need for change and the willingness to allow it to emerge

and to deal with it signify adaptiveness to change and to
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changing needs. This openness to rerationar confrict
facilitates relationship-differentiation and it facilÍtates
interdependence, two key developmental goars of female

psychological development.

Again, healthy identity development in femares invorves
increasingry complex rerationar skirrs whích result in a

growing capacity to be different and together at the same

time. This means rerationship-differentiation rather than

separation-individuation; and it means the ability to
function interdependentry. The family which hinders this
kind of development in a daughter thereby disallows healthy
development of the female rerational self. Thus, contrary
to assertions made in some famiry systems theory, namery,

that the family system of a young !\¡oman with an eating
disorder prevents the deveropment of her independence, it is
her capacity for interdependent functioning that may be

hinde red .

Given the centrarity of connection to female identity
and the consequent importance of interdependent functioning
and of relationships to hearthy developnent, the problem of
the family of a young woman with an eating disorder becomes

centered in the perceived threat of disconnection which

results in the choice to avoid interpersonar conflict,
rather than in togetherness and interpersonal
responsiveness: ongoing connection and a healthy capacity
for conflict are necessary for relatíonship-differentiation,
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the abitity to relate interdependently, and the development

of accurate empathy-a capacity which involves both being

able to intimately enter the experiencing of another and the

ability to be in touch with oners own experiencing (Jordan,

L984 ) .

The capacity for accurate empathy requires

relationship-differentiation as well as flexible
interpersonal boundaries (Jordan, 1984). Thus while

Minuchin et.aI (L978) find that easily crossed boundaries

are a key characteristic of families of young hromen with an

eating disorder, qroman-centered psychology suggests that

flexible interpersonal boundaries are characteristic of

female identity, and are necessary for the development of a

healthy sense of self in females.

Moreover, the conflict avoidance relational patterns

found to characterize families of females with eating

di sorde rs (I'linuchin et. aI , I97 8) , may ref lect rigid, rathe r

than diffuse family boundaries. Flexibility implies

adaptiveness to change. As the functioning of these

families appears to involve a significant degree of conflict
avoidance, the needs for growth and change are thereby

denied. Therefore, a lack of relational flexibility or

rigid boundaries appear to be more accurately descriptive of

these families.

Flexibility of personal boundaries is found to be a

major component of normal identity development in females
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(Chodorow, L97B; Jordan, Lgg4). It is proposed here that
the interpersonal boundaries within the families described
by minuchin et.aI, (j.979) are in fact overly rigidr âs these
famiries fear, and so avoid, conflict, since confrÍct
implies disconnection and isoration. For the disengaged
male members, such as the father, whose sense of self is
grounded in separateness, confrict wourd likely imply
threatening emotional engagement. rf these families,
boundaries, pêrticularly those between the mothers and

daughters, were sufficientry frexibre, then differences
between serf and other wourd be alrowed to emerge. This
wourd engender the contínuing growth of the connected self
in the daughters who have an eating disorder. However, as

long as these daughters' fathers require emotionar
separateness, and Ínasmuch as their sense of serf is
threatened by intimacy, the mothers are i-ikely to have a

much more difficurt time risking disconnection from their
daughters. Moreover, as a daughter's rerationship vrith her
mother is criticar to her identity (Baker-Mirrer, 1,9g4¡

chodorow, t97gi Jordan, L9g4¡ surrey, L9g5a), the daughter
wirr make efforts to sustain this relationship, even when it
is an obstacle to the eraboration of her identity (sarzman,

L990). Therefore, it can be hypothesized that by submerging
her needs and sustaining her relationship with her mother in
a static manner, the daughter with an eating disorder is
protecting her mother from isoration and moreover, in so
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doing is responding as a relatíonal serf to her motherrs

needs.

Thus, theory and research on female psychological

experience allows a reframing of what constitutes diffuse
interpersonal boundaries. rn faniry systems theory, diffuse
boundaries refer to a lack of differentiation between self
and other. Yet, woman-centered psychorogy points to the

need for frexibitity in order for adaptation and change in
response to individual needs for psychorogical growth to
occur- rn light of this need for frexibre self-other
boundaries, the boundaries which are described as enmeshed

ín systems riterature on eating disorders, may instead be

seen to be rigid in nature, in thaL these boundaries appear

to prevent growth and differentiation of self within the
context of relationship.

.A's weIl, the sense of sameness between serf and other
implied by the use of the term "enmeshment" may itserf not
be problematic as it may instead be indicative of one whose

identity is embedded in connection. Additionalry, this
sense of sameness between serf and other enables the growth

of comprex relational capacities. Therefore, we can

posturate that the probtem of interpersonar boundaries in
the family of a young woman with an eating disorder is one

of insufficient frexibility which precrudes a balance

between the need for ongoing attachment and the need for
individuation. rn this way a young woman's growth as a
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relational self beyond a position of self-sacrifice in which

the focus is almost exclusively on the needs of others to a

position in which she Ís enabled to identify and respond to

her own needs as well is obstructed (Gilligan, L982¡

Gil1igan, et. aI, L988 ) .

Summa rv

In summary, as the family structure and its division of

roles and responsibilities along gender lines provides the

primary context of development, and as this developmental

milieu produces an identity in fenales that is centered in

relationship, so it may provide the circumstances which lead

to obstacles to the development of a healthy connected

identity such as problematic attachment. WhiIe the mother-

daughter relationship is crucial for the developing

experience of the relational self, both mother and daughter,

for whom connection is central to sense of self, are

intimately connected to a larger emotional system - the

family. In turn, the family is both product and reflection

of the culture of which it is a component part. It follows

that to understand identity and problems with identity it

behooves us to examine how culture may contribute to

identity. As patriarchal culture gives rise to differences

in identity along gender Iines, then it must also engender

different identity struggles. Hence, given cultural forces

wiII affect the identity of females differently than the

identity of ma1es. The following chapter wiII identify
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specific curtural forces and explore the relationship of
these to identity issues in femares with eating disorders,
as conceptualized in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

The significance of curture in The Rise of Eating DÍsorders
Int roducti on

v'Ihile some literature has placed the identity issues of
females with eating disorders in a failure to separate
(Bruch, L973¡L979¡ Minuchin, €t. â1, rgTa), this writer has

suggested that Lhese difficulties arise primarily as a

resurt of failure in the eraboration of an identity that is
centred in connection. This fairure is seen as arising
largery out of problematic primary attachments, usually with
mother, in which the threat of disconnection Ís perceived to
be present. As the femare relationar self is other-
oriented, a young woman involved in such a relationship is
likely to sacrifice the needs of serf for the sake of
sustaining the relationship. .A,s this chapter addresses the
question of what roles the culturar forces of pressure for
thinness in women, varuation of separation and autonomy and

the image of the ideal \^roman have in the identity issues in
femares with eating disorders, the focus will be on the part
these culturar forces pray in a young woman's failure to
articulate her relationar self. These cul_turar forces are

identified as having a part to play in the reported increase
in eating disorders in femal_es (Bemporad, et. â1, 19gg;
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Schwartz, et. âI, t982; Scott, L987 ¡ Streigel-Moore, et. â1,

1986; Surrey, L9B5 b). Therefore it is possible that these

forces have a significant role in the identity problems

which appear to be a central component in the etiology of

eating disorders in females.

Äs identity formation occurs through an ongoing process

of relating with others, then it seems reasonable to assume

that cultural forces, inherent as they are to the context in

which human development takes place, wilI inpact on that

development, and will play a part in determining how the

developmental process unfolds. Perhaps this ís especially

so for females in patriarchal culture who tend to come to

know themselves through others, and who are therefore more

reliant on others for confirmation and valuation of

identity. (Streigel-Moore, et. â1, L986). Thus we may

speculate that females are particularly attuned and

responsive to cultural values and expectations regarding

women.

As various experts on the topic of eating disorders

agree that an increase of this problem primarily in girls

and young women has occurred in recent decades (Bruch, L98L;

Schwartz, et. â1, LgBz; Steiner-Adair, l-989), it may be that

there are forces operating in our culture which impact

particularly on girls and hromen and which have precipitated

the rising incidence of females who are engaging in

dangerous behaviours in their pursuit of thinness. It
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appears that for many women in our present curture, the
achievemenL of a thin body has become of the utmost
impo rtance .

Steiner-Adair (1999) says that today young women are at
risk for deveroping an identity excrusively in terms of body

image' suggesting a link between eating disorders and

ídentity in females at this particurar time in history.
There may then be cultural forces that are developmentatry
disabling to females (j.990 ) .

As not arl females wíth identity-related difficulties,
nor all women who desire Lhinness, deverop an eating
disorder, (steigel-Moore, et. âr, i-996) cultural forces may

interact with certain psychorogical issues or traits.rhe
rerevance of social phenomena to the identity issues of
females with eating disorders is further indicated, ãs the
three social forces identified above are said to be

represented in a prevairing identificatory rore model for
women in contemporary western society (schwartz, et. âr,
L9B2) .

.As the curturar context in which development takes
prace plays a significant role in identity development
(Baker-Mi11er, 1984, Chodorow, Lg7g, cilligan, êt. âI,
L988), then an examination of cultural forces in order to
more fully appreciate identity issues in femares with eating
disorders is warranted. schwartz, et. al (1,ggz) review
established etiorogicar theories of eating disorders and
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conclude psychodynamic, fanily systems and organic

perspectives each on their o\^rn fail to account for the

apparent increase of eating disorders in the female

population. They suggest that eating disorders express

underlying psychological stress and that social phenomena

affecting women, in particular the cultural pressure for

women to be thin, may be the factor which determines the

choice of the relentless pursuit of thinness as a way of

coping with various underlying personal difficulties. In

this sense the cultural pressure for women to be thin may be

the etiological factor which accounts for the rise in eating

disorders. While individual and familial factors may play a

role in determining predisposition to an eating disorder,

these factors alone fail to illuminate the particular

symptomatology which characterize eating disorders,

particularly the fear of fat and the relentless pursuit of

thínness. Nor do these factors explain the increased

incidence in eating disorders in recent times. lnstead, it
is proposed that early developmental factors may combine to

make an individual more prone to developing an eating

disorder. Ivloreover, it is suggested that the symptomatology

of an eating disorder is a culturally acceptable and

supported way of adapting to psychological distress for
females (Schwartz, et. â1, t982i Bemporad, et. âI, L988).

The contemporary phenomena of eating disorders may be

compared to the apparent "epidemic" of hysteria in women in
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the age of Freud. Just as this hysteria may be understood
as a curturarry mandated mode of resorving conflicts
presented by adurthood in an era when the ideal image of
woman was someone who was weak, "dumb,', compliant,
submissive and frirtatious, eating dísorders may be seen as

a culturally approved way for contemporary v¡omen to cope

with experienced conflict between curtural expectations of
women and individual needs and values (Bemporad, et. â1,
1988). Thus, eating disorders may be a manifestation of
experienced confrict between the femare self and a curture
which is not supportive of that serf (Bemporad, et. âr,
i-988; Steiner-Àdair, l_990).

The consterration of behaviours, concerns and thinking
which characterize eating disorders, may be seen as an

exaggeration of the independent, goar-oriented, self-
reliant, "superwoman* rore model varued in contemporary
western curture which incorporates thinness as a major
symbor of success, achievement and beauty (Bemporad, et. êr,
L988; SzekeI"y, j.9gB). Thus, thinness is tied to an

identificatory rore moder for women. rt is suggested that
eating disorders may be a way of resorving confricts
concerning female identity in the context of a sociar mirieu
which offers deveroping girls and women a constrictive and

unrearistic identificatory role moder (schwartz et. âf,
L982; Steiner-Adair, j.990). Viewed in the cultural context
in which they occur, eating disorders may appear as ress
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pathological, and more as an adaptive response to growing up

femare in a culture that teaches v¡omen to be dissatisfied
with their bodies, to aspíre to become like men and to deny

the needs and values of their relatíonal selves. We can

speculate that developmental issues and individual family
experiences may converge with curturar forces and lead to
the development of an eating disorder in young women

( Steiner-Adai r, L990 ) .

The Cultural Pressure For Women To Be Thin

Contemporary western society values thinness in women.

societar pressure to be thin is identified as a contemporary

culturar force that is directed prÍmarily at women and that
has an influential rore in the increased incidence in eating
disorders in the female population (NEDIC, LggB; Wooley and

Woo1ey, L985).

An increasingly thin female body as the beauty ideal
for women is found to coincide with an increase in the

promotion of weight loss díeting that is directed maínty at
\4romen, (Garner, êt. âI, 1-980). Indeed, wêight concerns and

dieting in women is the norm (Streigel-Moore, et. âI, L9B6;

Surrey, 1985b ) . Through mass rnedia in our culture, young

girrs and r^romen are bombarded daity by images of women's

bodies and messages concerning \n¡omen's bodíes which promote

a narrowly defined body-ideal for women (Szeke1ey, 19BB;

Wooley and wooley, l-982). The message is conveyed that
deviation from this thin body-ideal is unacceptable.
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Moreover, failure to achieve this ideal is equated with
failure in being feminine (Streigel-Moore, et. â1, L9g6).

For women, thinness is equated with success, happiness,

autonomy, achievement, femininity and sexuar attractiveness.
To be fat is to risk alienation, rejection and beíng unroved

in a culture which hords up obesity as immorar (steíner-
Adai r, L989 ) .

We live in a society in which prejudice against fat
peopre is the last socially acceptable prejudice against
persons on the basis of appearance (Fitzgerald, LggL¡

steiner-Adair, L9B9). The demand for thinness in women in
particurar is accompanied by a multi-birlion dorrar díet
industry which holds out the promise of achieving a thin
body (schwartz, et. â1, L9B2). rt is estimated that gsz of
the crients in weight-loss programs are lromen (szekery,

L988). rn the united states approximatery B0% of women are

dieting in an ef f ort to reduce thei r \.¡eight ( steiner-Adaí r,
L989 ) . Most do so for cosmetic rather than hearth concerns

(Schwartz, et. â1, L982). fn a study of college women,

schwartz and Thompson found that among women exhibiting
anorexic-rike behaviours, all reported constanLly dieting.
The average age of the first, diet in this group of \¡¡omen was

L3.8. Among the r^romen in the study who did not show

anorexic-like behaviours, many also reported "always"
dieting. The mean age of the first diet in this group v¡as

15.L. "Normal" dieting attempts are found to precede the
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development of an eating disorder in
(NEDIC, L988). Just as most dieters
about 902 of those with an eating di
women.

almost all cases

are femaler so, too,

sorder are gírls and

Despite mounting scientific evidence that dieting is
ineffective as a measure for rong term weight ross, hearth
care professionals continue to prescribe it. Moreover,
research indicates that obesity may be more of a moral
problem than a hearth risk (Fitzgerard, L9gi_), that there
may be hearth advantages associated with fatness, and Lhat
thinness may be more of a hazard than obesity in many

instances. Risk of early death is found to increase in only
extremely overweight and underweight women, white the weight
of the B0% of women in between was found to have no adverse
impact on health (Keys in Vüooley & Wooley , Lggl) . lVooley

and woorey's review of the literature on obesity and

associated health risks lead them to concl_ude that the need

to medicarly treat most obese patients is questionabre.
The failure rate of weight-ross diets, estimated to be

952 (mrorc, 1988), may be exprained by "set point theory,,
for which there is a growing body of supportive evidence.
Basically, this theory hords that each person's body has a

geneticarry predetermined weight range that is normal for
that individuar's body. trlhen individuals diet, they alter
their set point as they rower the rate at which their bodies
metabolize calories. For instance, if a person's original
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weight range is between 130-140 pounds, and that person then

diets, she lowers her metabolic rate and raises her set
point so that instead of L30-140 pounds, her set point
becomes, for example, L35-145 pounds. when this dieter
returns to normar eating she wilr likely gain weight,
because her dieting has depressed her metabolic rate, and

therefore her body now burns carories less efficientry.
Thus, dieting urtimately leads to weight gain. rn order to
sustain a reduced weight, individuars often must resort to
extremely restrictive eating, thus subjecting themselves to
periodic or chronic states of starvation (hÏooley & wooley,
19B4 )

Ioss

risk

Research indicates that efforts to maintain weight
the face of overwhelming appetite puts one at hÍgh

developing an eating disorder (WooIey & WooIey,

L985). This is said to be particurarry true for those

geneticarly predisposed to being "overweight"r âs their
bodies are not meant to be thin (NEDIC, 19gg).

rt is therefore understandabre that many girls and

\4'omen, in a socÍety which judges them by their physical
appearance and communicates through various media that
physical attractiveness is their most valuabre achievement,
resort to extreme weight-ross strategies such as those which

are seen in eating disorders. weight preoccupatÍon in women

is fostered by film, advertising, magazines, terevision,
books and school curricula (SzekeIy, l_9gg). The societal
intolerance of obesity-especiarly in women often nakes

in

for
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life as a fat woman quite painful. Research of obese

adolescent girls finds that they exhibit the behaviours of

oppressed mínorities in their passive acceptance of the

dominant cultural values which view obesity as immoral

( Fitzgerld , L981 ) .

The pressure for women to be thin is perpetuated in
part by medical professionals who continue to view fatness

as a disease despite mounting scientific evidence to the

contrary (Ernsberger and Haskew, L987¡ Woo1ey & Wooley,

L984) .

WooIey and Wooley (1982) reviewed a best-selling diet
book and find that it teaches thinking and behaviour that is
identical to that which is found to characterize women with

anorexia nervosa. They conclude that anorexia nervosa, a

potentially life-threatening lifestyle, is marketed for the

purpose of weight control. This diet is viewed as a symptom

of a culture that is obsessed with weight.

It seems reasonable to assume that the cultural
pressure to be thin, âs it is directed more forcefully at

women, contributes to the rise in eating disorders in which

the major features are a fear of being fat and the

relentless pursuit of thinness.

The Cultural Image of the ldeal Woman and the Cultural
Valuation of Separation and Autonomy

The pursuit of a thín body is identified
significant component of the prevailing cultu

a

image of

as

raI



the ideal hroman (Steiner-Adair, 1-990; Szekel"y, 19BB).

l_ 15

Thí s

female role model is described as having a "perfect", thin
body, and exhibÍting a high degree of autonomy and success

in career and relationships. She is portrayed as self-
reliant and as not dependent on relationships. For her,

career, body, family and social life are under control. She

is the role model offered to girls and $¡omen to emulate in

contemporary western society. As the ideal of womanhood

embodied by this "superwoman" (Steiner-Adair, L990) image is
ímpossible to achieve, females who buy into it wholly are

bound to experience themselves as failures.
Intrinsic to this culturally idealized model of

womanhood is the valuation of independent achievement and

autonomous functioning and the absence of the emotionally

framed relational values of caring, interpersonal

responsiveness, connection and interdependence (Steiner-

Adair, 1-990; Szekel"y, L988). Just as the field of

psychology values traits which are found to be

characteristic of males and reflects a failure to appreciate

psychological characteristÍcs associated with being female,

so, too, the cultural image of the ideal \{oman appears in

effect to be a man-made woman in her embodiment of male

values and behaviours and her apparent disavowal of values

and ways of being found to be the norm in females.

thus, the relentless pursuÍt of thinness, that is a

hallmark feature of eating disorders, is associated with a
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highry valued female role modeL in our culture in which male

values are highlighted and from which female characteristics
are strikingly absent. The absence of interdependence,
caring and connection from the superwoman rore moder may

lead one to conclude that in order for a \¡¡oman to
participate in society beyond the traditionat bounds of home

and family and to be deemed successful, she must become tike
a man.

curtural Forces in the Deniar of the Rerational self
The cultural pressure to be thin is linked to Ídentity

development in females. Garner and Garner (19g0) stress the
impact of media images in estabrishing identifactory rore
models for women. steiner-Adair (1999) maintains that
cultural expectations of thinness constitute more of a force
in femare identity devel-opment than in that of males. she

states that in contemporary western society women are at
risk for developing an identity exclusivery in terms of body

image.

Pursuít of the thin body idear in women may represent
an attempt to cast out bodiry aspects of oneself that
represent femaleness (Steiner-Adair, l-999, LggO) . Current
standards for femare beauty abhor fat. However fat is not
onry necessary to sustain human rife, but essentiar to
female reproductive capacity. For example, severe reduction
ín body fat in women leads to the cessation of the menstrual
cycle. Moreover, in significantly reducing her weight a
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r4roman is likeIy to lose or markedly diminish visibly female

aspects of her body such as hips, thighs and breasts. At

one time in history, and still today in less affluent,

cultures, the rounded, fleshy female body represented

af f luence, f ertilit.y, povrer and f enale values of relatedness

and interdependence (Neumann, 1955). Thus an interesting
symbolic relationship can be seen between the fear of fat

and willful self-starvation on the one hand, and living as a

female in a culture that devalues that which is central to

female identity and at the same time extols values and

characteristics associated with being male (Steiner-Adair,

1-990). Thus, it may be that via the superwoman

identificatory role model which incorporates and emphasizes

the pursuit of the thin body ideal, females in contemporary

western society are conveyed the message that they must

silence their relational selves and become Iike men in order

to be accepted, valued and credible in a world which

continues to be predominantly defined by male values (Baker-

MilIer, L984; Schaef, L985). While contemporary society

offers vromen roles and opportunities previously considered

the sole domain of men, it appears that girls and women are

also taught that in order to be accepted and to particípate

in these roles, they must relinquish or suppress that, which

is integral to female identity. They are encouraged to

embrace values of separateness, independent achievement,

competition and self-reliance; values of interdependence,
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caring, relational connection and responsiveness are posed

as obstacles to maturity and to success (Belenky, êt. â1,

L986; Gilligan, t982¡ Steiner-Adair, L990). Inasmuch as

this is true, then girls and women are supported in denying

that which tends to be central to their identity. We may

therefore reasonably speculate that young women who pursue

the cultural ideal of superhroman and the thin body Ídeal

that is integral to this role model, do not value, and

moreover deny aspects of themselves which are found to be

central to female ídentity.
The relentless pursuit of thinness and the cultural

image of the ideal woman (and aspiration toward this role

model ) may represent a casting out of culturally devalued

aspects of the female self. As the cultural valuation of

separation and autonomy and concomitant denigration of a

relational- way of being are part and parcel of the

superv¡oman role model, the cultural image of the ideal woman

as an identificatory role model for females, teaches girls

and women to deny their relational- self.
Prlrsrlino Thi nness: A Crr'l trrra'l'l r¡ Srrnnorted Path .1rT

Connection

The relentless pursuit of thinness found

contemporary female population may arise from

for sustaÍning connection in order to validate

embedded in connection. As feeling connected

by others, and having a sense of self as able

in the

a primary need

an identity

to and valued

to please
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others are centrar to female identity, then life-threatening
efforts too lose one's body fat may represent a desperate
attempt to mitigate against isolation and experience of
oneself as effective in responding to others, in a world
which fails to varue female rerational capacities and to
provide sufficient outret for the expression of relational
needs. rn this sense, the relentless pursuit of thinness
may be seen as functioning to express the fundamental need

for connection in a curtural context in which women rearn
that in failing to achieve the thin body ideal they rÍsk
relational disconnection and alienation. rt nay therefore
be that some young h'omen perceive that thinness is the only
path availabre to them for meeting their primary need for
varidation as a relational self. That girrs and women

choose rife-threatening paths such as anorexia nervosa and

bulimia may well refrect a choice of connection over
isolation.

The particular vulnerability of females to devetop an

eating disorder at adorescence may be rerated to the
enphasis in our curture on autonomous functioning and

independenL achievement (Steiner-Àdair, j.990). It is at
adorescence that young women characteristicarly experience a

disjuncture between these varues and the values and way of
being of the relational serf (Baker-Mirrer, L9B4¡ cirrigan,
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et. â1, L988). Healthy expression of their need for
connection comes up against a culture that values separation
and autonomy over relational varues and capacities. Thus,

at this point of their developmentr foung women are

challenged with shifting from an approach to life that is
primarily rerational to one which centres on autonomy and

independence. rt is thought that such a shift may be quite
problematic in terms of identity where independence and

autonomy are associated with relationar disconnectíon
(steiner-Adair, l-990). A young woman may find the prospect

of becoming an adurt too threatening. Arternatively, she

may silence her relational setf, in an attempt to
participate in and feel varued in the larger culture. Thus,

as young \4romen face a culture that is fundamentally

dissonant with their basic sense-of-se1f, they may seek to
negotiate this conflictual experience in ways which díscount
the rerationar serf. Aspiring toward the superwoman rore

model in which thinness is strongly associated with success

and personal worth, and from which rerationar values are

absent and varues rooted in separation and autonomy are

highrighted, may be seen as a culturarly supported way of
resolving this conflict.

According to surrey (L985b), a fundamentar way in which

the female self is out of sync with curture ries in a major

inconsistency between rerationar serf deveropment and

contemporary cultural varues which stress serf development
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through self-sufficiency, competitiveness and autonomy.

surrey has pointed out that the curtural image of the ideal
woman is a woman who Ís in charge of alr aspects of her
life, and who, can manage it arl by herself. This image

conflÍcts with the developmental path of the relational self
in which personar competency and effectiveness derive
primarily through mutual relating, caring and

responsiveness, in which growth occurs foremost through
relationship, and where interdependence and emotionar
sharing are goals of development.

Major curtural institutions such as the workplace and

educationar settings are stirt rargely dominated by values
of autonomy and independence, (Be1enky, €t. â1, L9g6;

schaef, l-985) where femare relational needs are not varued
and are hindered from expression (eerenky, €t. â1, L9g6;

Kaplan, €t. â1, L9B5).

Educational institutions are found to emphasize

independent achievement, competition and self-reliance, and

to discourage interdependent functioning and rearning within
a framework of ongoing emotional sharing, connection and

care. rt is observed that the absence of rerational varues
in learning discourages many girls and hromen from trustÍng
themselves trusting their sense of knowledge and truth
which grow out of a relationar experience of serf in the
worrd. rn this wây, educationar curriculum discount cruciar
aspect of female identity.
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such settings may contribute to women losing touch with
their inner selves as they become isolated, unsupported and

invalidated (Surrey, 1985b). Adolescent and young adult
women may be particurarry vulnerable in this regard as they

are at an age which tends to be critical for identity
development, and must grappre with the incongruÍty between

the relationar worrd of chirdhood and the values of the

culture at Iarge.

As female identity tends to be a sense of self-in-
rerationship, as this self is eraborated and articulated in
a relational context, and moreover as it is through ongoing

mutual relational processes that a femare comes to know

herserf, then the absence or deemphasis of a rerational
context means the rack of opportunity tor increasing
clarification and ongoing validation of identity. we may

speculate that if a young woman has not resolved a

problematic primary relationship in which she has sirenced
her rerationar needs for the sake of preserving that
reratíonship, and if she is further urged to silence these

needs in other significant rerationar contexts such as

schoor or the workplace, then her sense of self as devarued,

incompetent and ineffective is further reinforced.
opportunity to articurate and hence deverop her identity is
then likery not afforded her in any of the major spheres of
her life.
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The cultural values which prevail in major institutions
in our society are major features of the superwoman image

which is grounded in a mode of separateness and autonomy.

In this sense, the cultural image of the ideal woman may be

seen as embedded in major cultural institutions. Às healthy

identity developnent for females entails ongoing attachment

in which they may express their relational needs and values,

and through whích they are enabled to develop a sense of

self as competent and effective, and as the way of being in

the world promoted by the superwoman image precludes the

centrality of relationships, then females are discouraged

from participating in activity which fosters healthy

identity development.

.As females tend to attain self-knowledge and validation
of identity primarily within a relational framework, and as

they come to value themselves foremost through their
capacities of empathy, câring, emotional connection and

responsiveness to others, then the superwoman ideal with its
emphasis on self-reliance and independent achievement may be

seen as devaluing female identity and the relational skills
and capacities rooted in the female experience of self. The

cultural image of the ideal hroman as the prevailing
identÍficatory role model for girls and women in

contemporary western culture lacks the values, skills and

capacities which are central aspects of female identity.
Ivloreover, the values, skilIs and capacities associated with
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success, happiness, and with being roved and accepted in the

super\^¡oman ímage may be perceived as threateníng to and

devaluing of female identity. The threat 1ies in the

superwoman's association of success, love and happiness with
self-reliance, competition, independent achievement and

standing alone at the top. Thus to become adult means to

become disconnected and isolated. Competition, as the

prímary path to success, rules out interdependence and

connection. The mode in which the superlroman operates is
primarÍ1y rationar and detached, whereas female behavÍour

tends to be informed primariry by an ongoing need for and

varuing of connection. The absence of relational values

f rom the super\i¡oman image and the emphasis in this curtural
rore model on varues which represent male rife may be seen

as an example of the devaluation of femare experience and

capacities in the culture at large.
The apparent prevalence of the superwoman ideal may

herp to explain the uncertainty observed in girrs as they

approach adolescence. Looking to their future, they

encounter a societal idear of womanhood which is striking in
its rack of rerational varues and activity which are crucial
to their identity development. Through the idearization of
the superwoman, the culture terrs young women that their
relational activity is of rittte worth. Thus the promotion

of the superwoman as an identificatory rore moder for girrs
and women fosters a devaruation of the relationar self, and
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may v¡e1r contribute to adorescent girrs' heightened

av¡areness of this devaluation observed by Baker-Mirler
(1-984 ) . vühere a young woman has internarized a devarued

sense of serf by way of identification with her primary
caretaker, then the confrict she faces as a relationar self
entering the dominant culture may be more difficurt to
negotiate, particurarry as she racks in a rerationar sense

of serf as vaLued, and this poorly developed identity is
reinforced by the worrd upon which she is now embarking. .A,s

she has been discouraged from rÍstening to her inner voice
in her primary deveropmentar context, she is hindered in the
ability to articulate and validate the needs of the
rerational self and to respond to these needs. The

inabirity to be in touch with one's rerational needs is
found to be associated with eating disorders in women

(Gilligan et. âI, L988; Surrey, 19S5b). This makes sense

inasmuch as the lack of clarity of sense of serf wourd

render one severery hindered or unable to chalrenge externar
demands and expectations ( Scott , !9S7 ) .

with Eating Disorders

rn a culture which emphasizes independence and setf-
reliancer foung women, pârticurarry at adorescence, are

faced with the probLem of how to varue themserves as

relationar beings for whom interdependence and caring are

centrar to their identity. rf indeed the identity issues in
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females with eating disorders may be understood as centred

in a failure to articulate and develop the relational self
primarily as a result of perceived threats of disconnection,

then the cultural valuation of separation and autonomy and

the embodiment of these val-ues in the idealized role model

for girls and rlromen may further deter articulation of

identity in females. Our culture appears to offer Iittle
support for the expression of the needs and values of the

relational self. Not only is our culture found to be

lacking in sufficient outlet for articulation of relationaL

concerns, but girls and women are encouraged to devalue

their relational capacities. Broverman et. âI, (L972l' find

that by adolescence sex role stereotyping of male and female

identities is established in boys and girIs. Moreover,

their findings reveal that in boys, girls and mental health

professionals masculinity is equated with independence; men

are valued for their rationality, independence and abilíty
to contain their emotions. TypicalIy female characteristics

of dependence, emotionality and responsiveness to others are

rated negatively by all subjects in the study. Whíle female

concerns tend to be focused on establishÍng and sustaining

relationships, it appears that their concern is neither

valued nor supported by professionals or the culture at

large. Educational curriculum is criticized for ignoring

the relational needs, values and capacities of female

students and stressing the importance of rational, objective
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knowredge, independence, and competition (Berenky et. ä1,

1986). whire femare identity is embedded in care and

connection, adorescent girrs on the brink of entering the
adult world are confronted with pressures and expectations
to silence their relationar needs and devalue their
rerationar concerns and capacities in the face of a curture
which híghlights separation and autonomy as the pat.h to
maturity and success.

Moreover, as the culture at rarge does not support or
appreciate an interdependent way of beingr loung women may

come to experience themselves as isorated and powerress, as

the prirnary source of their sense of serf as competent and

effective derives from emotionarry framed interdependent
functioningr câring and responsiveness. conversely,
separation and autonomy nay be perceived as threats to
fulfilrment of the need for ongoing connection.

where a young woman has not been supported and

validated in her rerationar identity in the context of her
most important prirnary rerationship(s), and is further
confronted with a culture which fails to appreciate and

varue that which is central to her rerational identity, then
her difficulty in articuration and elaboration of that
identity may be seen as reinforced by that curture.

rt is maintained that an eating disorder is a way of
having an identity, particularly for young women who grow up

in fa¡nilies which suppress the expression of conflict and
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difference (connigrio, L989). where a young vroman in the

primary context of her development does not receive ongoing

support for and varidation of her relationar self and is
hindered in the necessary process of relationship-
differentiation, the development of a healthy identity is
impeded. Thus she may fail to develop a clear sense of
serf-in-relationship. Moreover, as she has likely learned

that she must silence her rerational needs, she fairs to
deverop a sense of serf as varued. rt may be that this kind

of experience which renders a young woman unable to
articurate and to varue her relational serf arso makes her

prone to taking on an eating disorder, an exaggeration of
the superwoman image (Bemporad, et.aI, L98B)ras a way of
having an identity and feeling valued. As problematic

attachment leads to detachment from a young woman's own

relational needs, to an experiencing of self as Íneffective,
and to devaruing those aspects of herserf which are central
to her identity, we may speculate that such a young woman

lacks the psychological strength inherent in an articulated,
differentiated sense-of-self that wourd enable her to resist
prevaiting cultural messages regarding how to be a varued

lroman in contemporary culture.
Hypothesizing that the increased incidence of eating

disorders in adolescent girrs has resurted from an over-

emphasis on autonomy in women, Steiner-Adair (j.990) studied
a group of adorescent girrs to explore the confrict between
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the relational aspects of female identity and the culturally

idealized superwoman image, with the goal of discerning

nonsymptomatic indicators of eating disorders. Her findings

reveal that those young women who are unable to critically

reflect upon the societal image of the ideal woman, and who

envision this "superwoman" as a role model to aspire to in

adulthood are at risk for developing eating disorders,

according to their scores on the Eating Attitudes Test

(EAT). Young women who express a rejection of the

superwoman image and envision connection to others and self
as central to their image of what they want for themselves

in adulthood aII scored in the non eating disordered range

of the EÀT. That all the girls in the study show some

degree of concern with food and weight substantiates the

observation that it is normal for contemporary adolescents

to be concerned with their weight. However, the results of

this study suggest that when young women associate thinness

with an image of womanhood that both stresses autonomy and

self-reliance and that lacks an emphasis on relational

connection, then they are at risk for developing an eating

disorder. Steiner-Adair concludes that the cultural image

of the ideal woman is unsupportive of central developmental

needs of adolescent females. It appears that when a young

woman is unable to discern external societal values which do

not validate her development as a relational self, and she
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moreover identifies with the role model which embraces these

values' then she is at risk for an eating disorder.
Às the inability to articulate and value the relatíona1

serf is found to put female adolescents at risk for eating
disorders, it is valid to specurate on the mother-daughter

relationships of steÍner-Adair's subjects, pârticurarry ín
light, of findÍngs which highright the importance of the

mother-daughter rerationship to the development of a

connected identÍty and the capacity to varue that identity
in females.

The inabirit.y to discern the needs of the rerational
self and critically evaluate external socÍetal expectations
may arise from poor relationship-differentiation in the
mother-daughter relationship in which conflict is avoided,
thus denying a young woman opportunity to artícurate and

develop her identity. rn this caser âs the young femare

encounters the larger culture, she lacks the ability to
charlenge the wishes and demands of others. As she has had

to forsake her own needs in order to preserve her primary
relationship, she has likery failed to develop the capacity
to incrude the needs of serf. Thus she is ill-equipped to
reject strong cultural expectations of women.

The capacity for refrective thought was found to be

missing from the group of young women ín steiner-Àdair,s
study who were identifíed as at risk for eating disorders
( 1990 ) . These young v¡omen v¡ere unable to stand back and
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criticarly reflect upon and make wise choices regarding

societar varues in reration to their own values and needs.

We may postulate that their underdeveloped capacity for
refrective thought may arise from conflict avoidance within
their primary relational context by which they were

discouraged from articuration and elaboration of personal

values, beliefs and difference. Moreover, if confrict and

expression of difference were submerged as a means of
sustaining a primary rerationship, conflict avoidance has

thereby become associated with sustaining rerational
connection. Thus, young women with this primary relationar
experience may embrace the curturally mandated rore nodel

for women rather than charlenge it, particurarry as they

have learned to silence the needs of serf in order to
protect themserves from disconnection. conflict avoidance

and compliance at the family level for the sake of
connection are relational patterns whÍch are transferred to
the lever at which these young women interact with Lhe

rarger cul-ture as they grow toward and into adurthood.

Healthy relationar skills invorving the capacity for facing
and resorving confrict would enable one to crÍticarry
encounter cultural values which neither support individual
needs for growth nor one's core sense of self. rt may be

that the subjects in Steiner-Adair's study, lacking in
furfirment of the rerationar serf's deveropmental needs for
articuration, varidation and valuation, have come to rose
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touch with that selft in short, the process of relationship-
differentiation has been híndered such that they have failed
to develop a clear sense of identity. Not being in touch

with the self, they are unable to respond to the needs of

self. Facing an adult world where the importance of and

need for interdependent relationships is minimized ( Surrey,

L987)., and where this devaluation is represented in the

superwoman ideal hailed in contemporary western culture,
these young women may be seen as particularly susceptible to

aspiring toward an ideal of womanhood in which values of

interdependence, caring and connection are absent.

As female identity is embedded in connection, girls and

women who aspire toward the cultural image of the ideal

woman may be doing so out of the need f.or sustaining

connection that is fundamentally validating to their core

sense of self, âs refusal to achieve this ideal brings the

risk of devaluation and rejection.
As it is central to the female's sense of self to

respond to other's needs and expectations, and to avoid

disconnection and isolation, then young women in our culture
who reject the superwoman image for themselves and who

deviate from the contemporary thin body-ideal risk
denigration. Failure to function independently and to keep

one's emotional and relational needs in check are largely
held to be signs of weakness and immaturity (Surrey, L987).

Additionally, cultural prejudice against fat people, which
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is directed more strongly at women than at men, further
mitigates against wonen feeling accepted and valued by

others, and hence against accepting and valuing themselves.

Surrey maintains that loss of connection to self is a

key factor in the etiology of eating disorders in fernales

(1985b). While women's developmental experience means that
they develop a sense of self-in-relationship that is
oriented toward pleasing others and responding to others'
expectations, healthy psychological maturation involves the

capacity to include the needs of self (cilligan, L982).

However, increasing demands on a young woman to respond to

others at the expense of her own needs, values and belíefs
may lead to a dimming awareness of and failure to aLtend to

her own inner serf ( surrey, l-985b) . vfhire responsiveness to

others in females grows out of their developmental

experience in our culture, where it takes precedence over

listening and responding to the needs, values, feelings and

beliefs of self, then a woman may have great difficulty in
resísting the pressure to conform to rigid, idealized
standards concerning values, life aspirations, behaviour and

body weight and shape. The failure to develop the capacity

to include the needs of self may initially result from a

lack of support within the primary context of development.

In turn, cultural demands on women which do not support

female traits, further discourage the growth of this
capacity. Thus individual experience converges with
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culture. This convergence may be ultimately what produces

the particular symptomatology which comprise eating

disorders.

Female developmental experience may be seen as making

girls and women particularly responsive to cultural

expectations of them. As they tend to be more dependent on

external referrants for confirmation of identity, then they

are amenable to the cultural pressure for women to be thin,
the culturaL valuation of separation and autonomy and the

superwoman role model as they seek identity confirmation.

Therefore, female responsiveness to culturally mandated

standards for women may be seen as normal. Ho\trever, when

such responsiveness supersedes attentiveness to self, a

young woman, focused externally rather than turning inward

to listen to her own inner needs, feelings and sensations,

may lose touch with her sense of self. In Lhis sense,

Iosing touch with the self in females is facilitated by

particular cultural expectations of women. As girls and

women engage in chronic dieting and submit themselves to

starvation, and as they seek to meet and embrace culturally
mandated values, their energy is focused on Iísteníng to the

voices of others. The time and energy spent on listening to

self diminishes. It is then undersLandable that the lack of

a clear sense of self is a key characteristic of females

with eating disorders. .A,s these women f ocus their attention

externally, concentrating on societal expectations of them
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which neither support their psychological nor physical needs

nor validate their identity, they lose touch with their

psychological and physiological cues and needs. It may be

postulated that, while responsiveness to the needs and

expectations of others is central to identity in females,

when there is a lack of balance between attentiveness to the

needs of self and responsiveness to external values and

expectations, then a female's psychological health is at

risk and she may develop an eating disorder (Surrey, L985b).

This suggestion is substantiated by Gilligan's model for

female development, in which maturation entails the growth

of the capacity to balance both needs of self and others

(GiIligan , L982¡ Gil1igan, €t. âI, 1988 ) . Again, it is

maintained that the inability to strike this balance may

Iead to an eating disorder (Gilligan, êt. âI, 1988).

As the prevailing cultural role model for contemporary

hromen sets up unrealistic expectations for achievement, the

pursuit of thinness may come to represent the single

manageable aspect of this ideal image, albeit at great cost.

As advertising for the diet industry frequently associates

thinness with success in relationships, career and beauty,

then it is likely that a young woman who lacks in an

articulated and valued sense of self-in-relationship and has

not developed the capacity to critically reflect upon and

challenge societal messages and expectations, (both

capacities which are fostered through relationship-
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differentiation), may come to internarize the messages which

link thinness to being varued as a woman. Just as a young

woman in a problematÍc primary rerationship may silence the
needs of the growing self for the sake of connection
(sarzman, L990), in her rerationship with culture she may

negrect her needs in order to feer accepted and experience a

sense of relatedness to others. That young women who

relentlessry pursue thinness tend to have very low serf-
esteem (NEDrc, l-988) points to the failure of achievement of
a thin body and embracing of the curtural image of the ideal
v¡oman to ultimately engender in women a sense of feeting
varued. This may be due to the curtural devaluation of
aspects of the self which are central to femare identity - a

devaluation that is built upon a personal experience of a

self-in-relationship-as-devalued in the primary
relational/developnental context.

Where vromen are unable to critically evaluate cultural
expectations to conform to the societal image of the ideal
woman in terms of whether these are appropriate for
themselves, and where they have been discouraged from

valuing their rerational capacities, their vurnerabílity to
eating disorders ís heightened. while it may be argued that
most hromen pursue thinness and autonomy, and express wishes
to be superwoman to some degree, not arr \^romen go after
these culturar ideals in exaggerated fashion in the way that
is represented in females with eating disorders (Bemporad,
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et. âI, 1988). Thus, many women are able to balance between

responsiveness to others and attending to self . Írlhere this
does not occur, in the face of choosing between self and

others, and out of a fundamental tendency to validate self
in relation to others, these women are likely to choose to

concentrate on pleasing others, inasmuch as alienation may

represent an invalidation of identity and conformity has

become a path to a sense of connection.

Just as the threat of disconnection and the fundamental

other-orientation may lead young women to sacrifice their
own developmentaL/relational needs and focus on responding

to those of their mothers, the threat of not feeling valued

by the culture and the risk of social alienation may lead

young hromen to become disconnected from the needs of the

relational self due to their primary need for sustaining

connection, and because for them validation of identity and

self-worth is Iargely dependent on external referents.

The cultural image of the ideal v¡oman may be seen as a

powerful image of self-restraint which acts to intensify the

message internalized by females in our culture that they

must restrain themselves in order to please others. In the

cultural idealization of the super\^roman as an identificaLory
role model for females, girls and women are told that they

must restrain their bodies and their relational needs in

order to please others. The nature of the relational self
makes females vulnerable to responding to this demand while
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repressing the needs of the inner self, in order to please

others and to experience the self as connected. As females

tend to develop a highly attuned capacity to perceive the

responses and reactions of others to them, (Jordan, 19841,

and as for them a sense-of-self-as-valued and as effective

are in a core sense determined by others'perceptions of and

responses to them (Surrery, L985a), then it is reasonable to

assume that they would be acutely sensitive to the demands

represented in the cultural pressure for thinness, the

cultural values grounded in separateness, and the cultural

image of the ideal woman.

Another aspect of female identity worthy of

consideration is the more flexible ego boundaries which

characterize the relational self (Chadorow, l-978).

Particularly where a female is hindered from articulation of

self in her primary relationship(s), then ít is likeIy that

this characteristic makes her more prone to difficulty in

differentiating between self and cultural ideal images.

rf an eating disorder is a way in which females seek to

establish a sense of self that is particular to western

culture in the last few decades, it can be postulated that

this occurs as developmental deficiencies and cultural

identificatory role models for women converge. rmpediments

to a young woman's identity development within her primary

relational context may discourage in her the growth of

skills and capacities for creating and participating in
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rerational activity through which serf-knowledge and

development occurs. rhis wirl likery result in a sense of
emptiness in the pain of not experiencing a sense of self.
Therefore it is valid to postulate that an eating disorder
may represent a desperate attempt to establish a sense of
self via pursuit of the identity which contemporary western
curture offers females in the form of the superwoman image

that is physicalry highrighted in the thin body-idear. rf
women in our curtural are varued primarily on the basis of
appearance, Lhen we may speculate that those women who have

not come to know and to honour their relational self are
particularly vulnerable to succumbing to the culturaL belief
in which thinness is associated with being valued. As

becoming thin is in many instances only achievabre through
serf-starvation and drastic purging methods, then those who

have not articulated and been validated in a sense of self
may develop an eating disorder as a v¡ay of having an

identity - and moreover as a \¡¡ay of having an identity that
is valued by others.

As a daughter's sense of self is experienced as more

continuous with, rather than apart from, her mother
(chodorow, L978), young women may become concerned and

dissatisfied wÍth their bodies inasmuch as their mothers

have internalized the curturaL devaruation of women's bodies
and rerate to their own bodies in serf-loathing ways. Thus,

through a mother's active dissatisfaction of her own body
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and her ongoing efforts to alter it to conform wíth narrowly

defíned cultural standards, and through her basing of her

self-worth on her appearance, her daughter may identify with

this behaviour and so develop undue concern for and hatred

of her body, and link her appearance to her self-worth. For

both mothers and daughters this kind of relationship with

one's own body is widely supported by continuous cultural
messages which teach women to be dissatisfied with their
bodies, and encourage them to focus a great deal of time and

energy toward altering and canouflaging them, in order to be

pleasing to others, and hence in order to feel valued.

Moreover, through this kind of relationship with her body, a

daughter, in identifying with her mother's way of relating
to herself, may come to develop an identity exclusively in

terms of body-image.

Steiner-Adair (1989) asserts that mothers and daughters

are encouraged to be intimate through their shared concern

and hatred of their bodíes. Thus it is likely that where a

daughter perceives the possibility of alienation from her

mother, she may intensify her focus on her body as a way of

sustaining connection with her mother, and hence also as a

means of experiencing validation of her relational self.
This process is facilitated by the mother's focusíng on her

daughter's body as she teaches her the socially acceptable

ways of being a woman in our culture ( Surrey, 1-985b ) .

Surrey poínts out that mothering adolescent girls involves
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teaching then to restrain their needs and drives and to be

concerned with physical attractiveness as important tasks

f.or adult women. The concern and hatred of their bodies

shared by mothers and daughters is a socially sanctioned

statement of connection (Steiner-Adair, L989). One does not

have to carry out formalized research, particularly if one

is female, to see that body inage dissatisfaction is a

common means by which females in general connect with each

other. Àttentiveness to everyday conversations among women

friends and co-workers will confirm this.
As females tend to be highly responsive to others

expectations of them, pârticularly others wíth whom they

have an important relationship, it can be hypothesized that

in situations where mothers convey to their daughters theÍr

desire that their daughters conform to societal ideals such

as the thin body-ideal, and if in these relationships the

needs of the relational self are submerged out of fear of

difference and conflict and identity development is hindered

in efforts to sustain the relationship, then a daughter may

intensely pursue the rigid cultural standards set out for

women. She may do this in order to meet with her mother's

approval and sustain relational connection with her,

particularly as her mother is a central relational figure in

the development of her sense of self-in-relationship. In

this way daughters, in problematic relationships with their
mothers, who develop an eating disorder, may be seen as
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using the eating disorder to sustain connection with their
mothers. At the same time, in their pursuiL of the images

and values which are associated with female adulthood in our

culture, the daughters may also be attempting to become

adults. As these cultural standards are concerned in a

major way with a particular image of physical attractiveness
that is unrearistic for most women, and with a way of being

that is fundamentarly incongruous wÍth the relationar serf,
and as these young r'./omen have lost touch with thei inner

relationar seLf, it is likery that they are particurarly at
risk for eating disorders: Their other-orientation which is
embedded in their primary experience of self combines with
these factors so that their identity becomes based on

external cultural criteria.
Conclus i on

The cultural pressure for women to be thin, the

cultural valuation of separation and autonomy and the

curturar image of the idear woman appear to interact with
the difficurty in articuration of the relational self to
produce the symptomatology that characte rizes an eating
disorder. schwartz et. ê1, (1982) propose that the demand

for thinness in women may be the factor which can exprain

the relentless pursuit of thinness in eating disorders.
steiner-Adair's research (1990) indicates that whire Lhe

contemporary pressure for thinness has led to a desire for
thinness in fenales being the norm, when a desire for
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thinness is associated with a strong aspiration toward the

superwoman image which models a way of being grounded in the

valuation of separation and autonomy, and from which values

rooted in the need for care and connection are absent, then

she is at risk for developing an eating disorder. Her

inabitit,y to attune, and give voice to her relational self

is exacerbated by the culturally mandated superwoman

identificatory role model. The strong desire in some women

to pursue this role model may have its roots in these

women's primary relational experience in which the

developrnent of the relational self has been obstructed such

that these individuals lack the psychological skills and

capacities that would enable them to crítícally evaluate and

resist the cultural forces represented in the cultural image

of the ideal woman. Moreover, as a result of the fear of

relational disconnection in their primary relationships,

Lhey have learned to sacrifice self for connectíon; their

other-orientation is not tempered by the capacity to include

the needs of self.

As the need for connection is fundamental, and as

expressing resistance has come to be associated with

disconnection, the relentless pursuit of thinness may also

be indicative of a powerful fear of rejection and isolation

in a culture which sanctions prejudice against fat

individuals, most especially when these individuals are

\^tOmen.
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The cultural pressure for thinness Ín women, the

culturar varuation of separation and autonomy and the

culturar image of the ideal woman do not support identity
deveropment in femares, and indeed may often function to
further discourage this growth. contexts that give credence

and precedence to rerational needs and values appear to
faciritate femare identity deveropment. rn such contexts we

may find the key to hearing f.or girrs and women who have an

eating disorder.
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CHAPTER 4

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summarv

A major increase in the incidence of anorexia nervosa

and bulimia, almost exclusively among white females of the

developed western world over approximately the last 25

years, has been observed (Scott,1987¡ Steiner-Adaírr 1990).

Various writers have identified the failure to develop an

identity that is grounded in separation and autonomy as an

etiological factor of eating disorders (Bruch, L979¡

Minuchin, êt. âI, L978). ModeIs of developmental psychology

and family systems theory depict a mature, healthy identity

as being rooted in a sense of self as a separate, autonomous

individual (eg. Bowen, L978¡ Erikson, 1968). Conversely,

these models suggest that connection and dependence threaten

the development of such an identity, and that they may be

indicative of developmental faiure. Hovùever, v¡oman-centred

research and theory in t,he field of psychology reveal that

identíty ín females tends to develop through an experience

of self-in-relationship. (Chodorow, L97B; Gilligan, L982¡

Surrey, 1985a). this experience of self is found to differ

from that of males, for whom identity develops through a

process of separation. These gender differences in identity

are found to arise largely out of a patriarchal social
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context which engenders, differential psychologicar
experience between males and femares. The finding that
female identity is centred in relationship points to a need

to re-evaluate conceptions of the identity struggres ín
femaLes with eating disorders which cast these sLruggres as

a failure to separate. The signÍficance of curtural milieu
to experience of serf indicates the need to identify and

examine cultural forces which have a part in shaping these
struggres (chodorow, L97B; Girrigan, êL. â1, 19gg; steiner-
Adair, L990).

Conclus i ons

rn this thesis the author has relied on recent
deveropments in the fierd of female psychorogy in order to
present a conceptuarization of the identity probrems

typicarry experienced by females with eating disorders that
is grounded in the study of femare rife. rn addition, the
curtural pressure for r¡romen to be thin, the curtural
varuation of separation and autonomy and the cultural image

of the ideal woman have been examined in order to discern
their roLe in these identity issues. A conceptuarization of
these issues that is based on the study of female

psychological experience and that takes into account the
three cultural forces identified above may point to
therapeutic strategies that are parLicularry valid for
femares who have eating disorders. The following
conclusions have been drawn:
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L) Identity issues in females with eating

disorders centre around a failure in the etaboration of a

sense of self that is embedded in relational connection,

rather than in a failure to separate.

2l The failure of females with eating disorders

to eraborate a relationar identity usuarly originates within
the mother-daughter relationship which is the core context

in which female identity has its origins and unfolds. While

the continuance of the mother-daughter relationship
throughout the process of psychological development is
central to healthy identity formatíon in females, females

with eating disorders are unable to find a way to

simurtaneously sustain this rerationship and differentiate.
The centrarity of this rerationship to their core sense of
self leads them to choose to sustain the relationship over

responding to their needs for growth. Thís choice arises
out of obstacles to differentiation within the mother-

daughter relationship: In this relationship, particularly
at adolescence, females with eating disorders have not

received the necessary support for, and validation of their
developing relational ski11s, capacities and needs. As

well, they are discouraged from expressing conflict and

difference and from articurating theÍr changing rerational
needs, varues and beliefs. This discouragement is a resurt
of their perception that the expression of confrict and

difference wirl lead to relationar disconnection. This fear

of disconnection arises, in part, from their mothers' fears
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concerning the daughters' growth: These mothers' primary

source of validation as a relational self is Lhrough their

relationship with their daughters, and they feel threatened

by their daughters' increasing differentiation, for fear

that this will lead to separation. It may be that these

mothers do not have their relational needs met within their

marital relationship, and further lack other validating
relational contexts. Thus, females with eating disorders

have failed to receive the ongoing support for self-

expression and exploration that is needed for the growth of

a healthy sense of self-in-relationship. As a result, these

young \^¡omen have lost touch with thei r inner selves, and

have come to be overly focused on the needs and expectations

of others.

3) Females wÍth eating disorders appear to be

faced with choosing between responding to and articulating

their needs for growth as a relational self on the one hand,

and sustaining a relationship on the other. As they have

failed to develop the capacity to reconcile the expectations

and needs of others with the needs of se1f, they construe

this choice as one of either/or. As continuance of primary

attachments are core to their sense of self-in-relationship,

their resolution to this dilemma is to sacrifice their o\^/n

needs for the sake of connection. This choice of self-
sacrifice should also be seen in light of an other-

orientation that is basic to the relational selfr âs well as
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attentive to the needs of others.
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to be highty

4) The loss of touch with self and over_
responsiveness to others at the expense of personar needs in
females with eating disorders, have rendered these hromen

unable to resist curtural forces which are unsupportive of,
and detrinental to, the healthy development of an identity
that is centred in relationship.

5) The curturar pressure for women to be thin,
the curturar varuation of separation and autonomy and the
curtural image of the idear woman are the three main

cultural forces represented in a prevailing identificatory
role moder for women in contemporary western society. rhÍs
rore moder is unsupportive of hearthy identity development
in females as it does not incorporate, and appears to
denigrate rerational varues and capacities. young women who

have been discouraged from expressing and varuing their
rerationar serves as a resurt of probrematic primary
attachments, are further discouraged from doing so by a

culturarry nandated rore model. rn thís wây, curture offers
these women a way of having an identity that is counter to
their developmental needs. vüithout having rearned to stand
in confrict and to maintain one's sense of difference in
reration to others without the fear of becoming arienated,
these young \4'omen are ilr-equipped to criticarry evaluate
the curturar expectations pressing upon them. rnstead they
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incorporate these expectations in an effort to have an

identity that is varued by others and that does not have

attached to it the risk of disconnection.

6) Femares from probrematic primary attachments

which have suppressed their relationar self deveropment may

be enabled to resist unhearthy curturar expectatÍons if they
can establish and participate in other meaningful

rerationships which support their developing relational
needs.

7) It may be that the existence of a culturally
approved female rore model that is syntonic with the needs

and values of an identity that is centred in relationship
courd serve to mitigate against or compensate for Lhe

identity problems that some femares experience in their
primary attachments. we might then see a decrease in the

incidence of females with eating disorders.
8) As healthy identity development for femares

occurs through relationship, and is enhanced and varidated
primarily within relationar contexts, and as identity
probrems in femares with eating disorders are centered in a

fairure to develop a sense of self-in-rerationship that
arises out of problematic rerationar contexts, the need for
developing rerationar strategies for therapy is indicated.
such strategies shourd take into account both the needs of
the relationar self as werl as the relationar and culturar
factors whích mitigaLe against its healthy expression and
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development, and should be directed at fostering relational
self development.

Re eommcnr:la t i on s

There may be a need to challenge established notions

concerning what constitutes healthy identity development

among mental health caregivers responsible for treating
female clients in general, and females with eating disorders

in particular. TherapÍsts should be educated in female-

centred psychological research and theory in order to better

understand and meet the needs of female clients. Those

therapists who have been schooled in developmental,

psychodynamic or family systems theories which construe the

attainment of a healthy, mature identity as the result of

increased psychological separation, may do harm to female

clients whose core self-structure is grounded in an

experience of self-in-relationship. In working with female

clients who have eating disorders, therapists may be

encouraging these clients to further deny their relational
selves by challenging then to adopt a style of relating and

a set of values that are based in an experience of self-as-
separate. In this wâ1r, therapists may be unwittingly

setting up and reinforcing obstacles to healthy identity
development in their clients. This may lead to resistance

on the part of clients for whom separation is associated

with isolation and loss and represents a negation of their
core sense of self.
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The findings of this thesis point to the Ímportance of
supportive rerationar connection for femares with eating
disorders. Thus there is a need to deverop modes of therapy
tor these young women that is buirt on a foundation of
understanding of the psychology of women. Fundamentar to
such understanding is an acknowredgement of the core

significance of ongoing relationship to female identity.
The failure of therapists to recognize the importance of
relationar connection in femare rife may result in a failure
to help femare clients toward psychological growth (Baker-

MilIer, L984). Instead, there is a need to develop

therapeutic contexts which are conducive to the expression
of relational needs and values, and the practice and

elaboration of relational skills and capacities.
RecognitÍon that femare identity gro\^¡s through an ongoing

experience of self in mutuatly empathic rerationship points
to the need to create rerationar contexts as the basis upon

which any therapeutíc strategies for females with eating
dÍsorders are buitt. Therapeutic interventÍons that are

directed at ongoing varidation and increasing articuration
of rerational needs and varues, and at the enhancement of
relational skilIs and capacities are needed.

Individual Therapy

Baker-Mi1Ier, (i-984) has proposed the creation of a

mutually empathic client-therapist relationship as a major

therapeutic aoal. rn view of the centrarity of emotionally
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framed, mutually empathic rerationship for female identity
growth, therapisLs should be attentive to their own needs

and values, and be committed to being clear, open and honest

with their crients. sharing theír own personal experiences

and feerings wiLh their clients can enrich the therapeutic
process, ensuring mutuality within the client-therapist
relationship, and Lhereby establishing a rerational context
in which the eraboration of the relationar serf in crients
can take prace. Thus, clients in therapy can participate in
growth-promoting relational activity through which their
capacity for connection and empathy is enhanced, and through

which their sense of self-in-relationship may be

increasingly articulated.
The client-therapist relationship as a relational

context may be an ínportant starting point for young hromen

with eating disorders in which they can begin to speak as a

relationar serf . v,Iíth the ongoing help and support of a

female-centred therapist, these clients may come to know,

express and validate their o\4rn relational needs and to

appreciate their relational ski11s, through their
therapeutic relationshíp. As therapists challenge crients
to express themselves, they should also be sufficiently
comfortable in arlowing confrict and difference to emerge,

such that clients may experience conflict and difference
within a framework of ongoing connection.
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Females with eating disorders who present to therapy

with a diffuse sense of self may be best served by

therapists attuned to the developmentar needs of the

relational self. Therapists courd then focus on varidating
these crients' Eerational needs, Skirrs and capacities and

supporting them in the elaboration and articulation of
these. As welr, crients should be affirmed in their efforts
at sustaining relational connections. Thus, femares who

have eating disorders can be helped to recraim their core

experience of self with which they have lost touch.

One therapeutic strategy that may prove helpful
invorves being very attentive to the rerationar behaviour,

concerns and values of a client. The therapist could

highlight her observations of these relational
manifestations in the form of feedback to the client, and

validate the client in her relationar needs and varues. As

we11, the therapist can reframe the crient's relational
skills as strengths and her relational values as life
wisdom. signs of a need for ongoing connection in the

client could be reframed as signs of sensitivity and

responsibility toward others. Discussion could be initiated
by the therapist around how rerational varues and capacities
are signs of maturity.

Encouraging crients to attend to their own needs within
the rerationar context of therapy may help them to deverop

the capacity to articulate and consider their own needs
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within the context of an ongoing relationship; the therapist
should provide clients with continuing positive affirmation
for doing so. As wel1, it is important that therapists
convey approvar to their crients for their uniqueness and

for expressions of conflict, and that they demonstrate that
such self-expression is permissable and wilr not read to the

therapist discontinuing therapy. rn this wây, client-
therapist rerationships become rerationar contexts which

support clients' self development. The ongoing nature of
these relationships becomes the essential vehicle for the
growth and development of an identity that is embedded in
connection, as crients express theír inner serves, come to
know themselves and are varidated within an ongoing and

supportive relational context.

signs of a strong other-orientation in clients shourd
be openly commented on by therapists and framed in a

positive light. For instance, íf a therapist finds that a

crient disagrees with the therapist's viewpoint, but is
fearful of expressing her disagreement for fear of
arienating the therapist, the therapist should praise the

crient for her sensitivity and consideration of others, and

for her recognition of the ímportance of relationships.
However, the therapist should also express sadness or
concern that the client is excluding herserf from the
rerationship. The therapist may explain to the crient that
if she were to share herserf more openry, then the therapist
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would feel even more enriched by their relationship.

Showing clients appreciation for their relational strengths,

concerns and sensitivity to others rnay be an ímportant step

before challenging them to bring their caring and

responsiveness to bear upon themselves. As weII,

demonstrating such appreciation to clients may help them to

internalize a sense of self as relatíonally competent

(Surrey, L987). By staying focused on genuine feelings and

perceptions of both clients and therapists and by

empathically relating with the client in their experiencing,

therapists can help clients to Iisten and respond to self
( Stiver, in Surrey , 1987 ) .

According to Surrey ( 1-985a ) , the therapeutic process

should include encouraging the broadening of relational

ties. As clients' development is facilitated, therapists

should encourage them to carry their articulated sense of

self and their elaborated relational skiIls and capacities

into other relationships, so that clients can learn to

establish growth-enhancing relationships. Encouraging

clients to become part of other relational contexts should

also help to alleviate the dependency of clients on the

therapeutic relationshíp. Moreover, the establishment of

growth promoting relational contexts as an inportant part of

clients' Iives may help diminish the impact of the cultural

valuation of separation and autonomy on theír sense of se1f,
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well as erode the importance of thínness that is tied to

s valuation.

Therapy with females with eating disorders must include

helping these r,rromen to resist cultural forces which do not

support their relational self development. Mutually

empathic therapeutic relationships which allow clients to

articulate and develop a clear sense of their relational

seIf, and which encourage them to enhance their relational

skills and capacities, help prepare them to stand in

conflict with and challenge values and expectations which

negate their identity and are unsupporLive of their identity

development.

As clients are enabled through the therapeutic

relationship to reclaim their relational seIf, and to

express thís self in increasingly complex ways, and as they

develop the capacity to respond to both external

expectations and the needs of self, they then develop the

capacity to express difference, face conflict and reject

expectations which are fundamentally unsupportive of their
relational self needs.

Steiner-Adair, (1989) has said that girls and women

need to be actively encouraged to resist the prevailing

cultural ideals that are embodied in the super\^roman role

model. Therapists' work with clients with eating disorders

should be informed by awareness of cultural forces which

contribute to the identity struggles characteristic to
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females with eating disorders. Therapists should be able to
identify the superhroman role model which includes the thin
body-ideal for women and the goals and values which are

grounded in separation and autonomy, and should help their

clients to critically evaluate these ideals in terms of

their own needs, values and personal visions f.or the future.

As welI, information concerning the unrealistic thin body-

ideal and the unhealthy consequences of a relentless pursuít

of thinness should be made available to clients.
A therapeutic strategy that the therapíst míght use to

help strengthen a client's capacity to resist unhealthy

cultural forces would be to ask the client to describe her

own vision of adult womanhood as weII as society's image of

the ideal woman. This exercise could help facilitate and

strengthen her ability to discern external influences and

demands which do not resonate with her relational values

and needs for growth, and to carefull-y consider not only how

to respond to these outside pressures, but to also take her

own needs into account and to articulate her values. It
would be important f.or the client to be able to identify

specifically the cultural values of autonomy and

independence, the cultural pressure for women to be thin and

the cultural image of the ideal woman, and to critically
evaLuate these ideals in relation to her own needs, values

and aspirations.
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The role of the mother-daughter reratíonship in the
identity issues typicar to females with eating disorders and

the importance of sustaining this relationship to these
young women's core sense of self suggest a prace for
conjoint therapy with mothers and daughters as a way of
helping to facilitate identity growth in young women who

have eating disorders. Herping mothers and daughters to
relate to each other such that the daughters may continue to
differentiate within an ongoing relationship with their
mothers should be a major therapeutic goar. vüorking with
this rerationship shourd be based on sensitivity to the
needs of both the mothers and the daughters. Thus,

attention to the mothers, relational serf needs is just as

significant as concern for the daughters' needs. rt is
important, then, that therapists encourage mothers to create
and become involved in other rerationar contexts, and that
they herp them to feel validated, competent and effective
within the therapeutic rerationar context as werl as within
other relational settings.

Affirming a mother's relationar quarities and skirrs
throughout the course of therapy has been cited as a

varuable therapeutic strategy for working with a young woman

with an eating disorder who has silenced her rerational_ serf
(steiner-Adair, 1989). By positivery framing the mother,s
relationar behaviours and values, the therapist validates
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the mother's core sense of self. Moreover, use of this
strategy may encourage a perceptual shift in the daughter,

such that she may begin to see her mother as valued in her

core relational capacÍties and skilIs. The daughter may

then be able to begin t.he process of reconnecting with her

relational selfr âs she internalizes a valued self-
representation as a result of her identification with her

mother. Helping both mother and daughter to acknowledge the

mother's valuable relational strengths and the impact of

these capacities on the lives of others can further deepen

their appreciation of their relational qualitíes and enhance

their sense of self as competent and effective.
As mothers' and daughters' sense of connection with

each other is enhanced through a deepened sharing of

relational concerns, growth and differentiation may begin to

appear as less threatening.

Exploring a mother's and daughter's shared concern for
and dissatisfaction with their bodies may also be a vehÍcle

for enhancing their experience of connection with each

other. This may be a relatively easy topic to begin with,

as it. is a sanctioned theme of connection for women in

contemporary western culture . Steiner-.A,dai r ( 1989 ) has

suggested encouraging mothers and daughters to talk about

their bodies and to draw each others's bodies. This

exercise could be used as a vehicle for discussing shared

experiences as women in a culture that devalues women and
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teaches them to be dissatisfied with their bodÍes. As well,
the use of this exercise could lead to increased mother-

daughter empathy. Mothers and daughters may also make use

of this topic to explore and to speak to each other about

ways in which they are similar to each other and ways in

which they differ.

Helping mothers and daughters to establish ways of

connecting that are based on ongoing self-expression and

dialogue with openness to conflict and individual
differences appears to be essential to facilitating the

process of relationship-differentiation. This process is

essential for the growth of a sense of self-Ín-re1atÍonship
and the concomitant elaboration of relational capacities

( Surrey, L985a ) .

Therapists should encourage daughters to reconnect with

their relational concerns and values and to openly express

these to their mothers. As the daughters are sharing with

their mothers, the therapÍst can support the mothers'

capacity to listen to their daughters and to validate whaL

their daughters are expressing, even as their daughters

differ from their mothers. This sharing process should be

reversed, to encourage mutually empathic relating between

daughters and their mothers. In this way a daughter may

become increasingly able to articulate herself in

relationship. By helping mothers to support their
daughters, and by having established in previous therapy
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sessions ways in which mother and daughter are connected,
the threat of rerational arienation may diminish. The

therapist could herp to ensure that this process of serf-
articulation within the context of ongoing rerationship is
sustained by identifying areas of confrict within the
mother-daughter rerationship, and herping the mother and

daughter to face, accept and explore ways to resorve the
confricts. A perceptuar shift in the crients may then
evorve so that relational conflicts come to be seen as

opportunities for growth and deepening connection.
.Another therapeutic strategy that may function to arter

and deepen the mother-daughter connection wourd be to ask a

nother and daughter to share with each other their concerns
around growth and confrict. such dialogue encourages
openeness and honesty and enhances empathic capacity. rhis
kind of open sharing may al-so precipitate conflict. The

therapist shourd affirm both mother and daughter for openry
expressing differences. Their sharing of common concerns
should also be highrighted as ways in which they are
connected, even as they have differences. rn this wây, a

mother and daughter can become aware of the possibirity of
sustaining connection in the face of change, difference and

confl i ct .

Directing a mother and daughter to create
connecting (Steiner-Adair, j_999), can also be a

of affirming their connection, pârticularly as

a ritual of

helpful v¡ay

they begin to
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face change in the rerationship. The establishment of such

a ritual may herp them to acknowledge and reaffirm their
connection in the face of confrict and fears around growth

and differentiation. such a rituar may be as simple as

setting aside a time every week to walk in the park

together.

As femares develop their identity through experience of
serf in relationship, and as their identity process is one

of developing a sense of self as both distinct from and

connected to others, where there is little or no possibirit.y
for improvement in a mother-daughter relationship, it is
important that young vromen with eating disorders are

encouraged to establish other intimate relationships which

facilitate the development of their rerationar identity.
The establishment of such relationships may help to
counteract the difficulties with identity that emerge in
females with eating disorders. such rerationships rnay begin

with the therapist-client rel-ational context; however, the

client should be encouraged to also establish other intimate
attachments, so that she devetops an enhanced sense of
herself as a relational being.

Family Therapy

Family therapy may be productive in helping young women

with eating disorders overcome difficurties around identity
development, as it allows for the opportunity to attend to
obstacres in the path of that development which may be
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operating within the family unit. Moreover, as sustaining

primary relationships while simultaneously expressing

changing relational needs and practising increasingly

elaborated relational skills is critical to healthy identity
development in females, family therapy is potentially a

valuable therapeutic option. Seeing the family rather than

the individual as the therapeutic unit indicates implicit
recognítion of the centrality of sustaining relational
connection ín the lives of females who present with eating

disorders. A famíIy therapy approach provides the

opportunity to expand the relational context in which

identity growth may be facilitated in females with eating

disorders beyond the cIienl-therapist and mother-daughter

relationships. However, the family therapíst should be well

aware of sociocultural determinants of gender-related

behaviours, needs, concerns and values such as those

represented in the frequently observed family pattern of

overinvolved mother and disengaged father (Libow, 1985).

SimilarIy, therapist sensitivity to clinical labels such as

"enmeshment" and "overinvolved mother" which pathologize

characteristically female behaviours and relational styles
is also important (Bograd, L987). The absence of

sensitivity to the sociocultural foundation of gender

differences, and the devaluing of behaviours which are

expressions of a sense of self-in-relationship on the part
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of a therapist amounts to a devaruation of the needs, varues

and capacities of the relational self, and thereby act

against rather than facilitate identity deveropment in the

female client who has an eating disorder.
Part of doing family therapy with a family in which a

daughter has an eating disorder should involve attending to
the mother's needs for validation as a relational self . As

it, may be that these needs are presently met primarily
through her relationship with her daughter who has an eating

disorder as a result of some kind of marital discord,
therapeutic work with the marital dyad may be indicated. rf
the therapist can engage the couple in working towards

increased interdependence and mutuality, then the mother's

relationar serf needs are likely to be largery satisfied
within her marital relationship, such that she no longer

turns to her relationship with her daughter as much as

before. rdeally, work with the maritar dyad shourd be done

with the purpose of establishing a couple rerationship that
is mutually validating such that the mother/wife is abre to
express to her husband her needs for intirnaLe connection,

interdependence and emotional sharing. At the same time,

acknowredgement of the husband's fears and difficurties
around intimacy need Lo be respected by both the therapist
and his wife so that he may begin to exprore disavowed

relational needs (Stiver, 1984). As the marital dyad

becomes more cohesive, the mother may become less fearfur of
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her daughter's developmental strivings toward relationship-
differentiationr âs she becomes Iess reliant on her

relationship with her daughter to satísfy her needs as a

connected self. The mother may then begin to feel more

comfortable in the role of supporting her daughter in the

elaboration of her relational se1f, and more open to

responding to her daughter,s changing needs as she matures.

Further, as the daughter begins to see through the course of

therapy that her mother is less fearful of her ( the

daughter's) expressions of needs and differences, then the

daughter may begin to articulate herself with greater

openness, honesty and clarity, as she perceives that her

mother no longer relies on her so heavily for her self
needs. Thus the daughter can begin to attune to and respond

Lo herself.

!{orking with the family should include helping family

members to openly express differences and face and resolve

conflict, particularly as the capacity for doing so is
critícal to the daughter's identity development and to her

ability to resist unhealthy cultural forces. The therapist
can challenge family members to share with each other

individual needs, values, beliefs and opinions which may

differ. Not only can this process lead to increased

tolerance for difference, but at the same time it may

enhance the sense of connection with the family. As the

therapist supports each family mernber to speak openly and
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honestly of him/herserf, each can develop a sense of both
interpersonal differences and interpersonal simirarities.
rn this v¡ay the capacity for empathy is enhanced and famiry
members become more responsive to each other's needs.

Hence, the daughter's needs for growth may be more

sensitivery and appropriately responded to by her parents.
connection among faniry members is enhanced as the capacity
to deaL with confrict and difference is deveroped. conflict
and difference may become ress threatening to arl famiry
members, as these experiences become associated wíth
deepening connection rather than alienation. Thus, a

rerational family atmosphere of permissionr sâfety and

support may be engendered which faciritates identity
development in the daughter who has an eating disorder. rt
becomes permissibte for her to express her needs for growth.
such expression is no ronger perceived as threatening her
rerationship with her mother or as faiting to attend to her
mother's relational needs.

As the daughter's parents begin to enhance their
connection with each other, both parents are rikely to cease

to rely on her as the sole source for the mother's
validation as a relationar self. The daughter's
differentiation can then be supported. Moreover, the
daughter may then come to rearn that articulation of and

responsíveness to serf and the expression of difference that
these entair, need not be sacrificed for the sake of
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sustaining primary attachments. She can begin to develop

the complex skiIls involved in being able to reconcile

responsiveness to self with responsiveness to others.

A strategy which may be useful toward strengthening the

marital relationship and encouraging articulation of self in

Lhe daughter who has an eating disorder involves directing

the parents as a unit to encourage and support their
daughter in challenging the cultural image of the ideal-

woman and the values and expectations which this role model

represents. In thís way all family members may become aware

of the constrictive nature of these cultural ideals, and may

be able to critically evaluate influences and expectatíons

which they have not questioned previously. Thus, the

daughter has a relational context which helps her to resist

unhealthy cultural forces. As we11, this therapeutic

strategy functions to place the parents in the position of

overtly encouraging their daughter to respect her own needs

and to reject expectations which are dissonant with those

needs; the parents are also in the position of implicitly
giving their daughter permission to challenge themr âs they

are supporting her in rejecting demands that are not in sync

with her needs. Vüith the parents in the position of

encouraging their daughter to express difference, a process

of support for differentiation within a relational context

that is primary and ongoing, is begun. Thus, the family rnay

transform from a primary relational context which hinders a
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young woman's identity deveropment and renders her
vulnerabre to prevailing, unhearthy culturar expectations,
into a key rerationar context which supports her growth and

encourages her to resist curturar forces which mitigate
against that growth.

Group Therapy

Group therapy as a rerationar context may function to
encourage women with eating disorders to reconnect with
their relationar self, and to embrace rerationar varues and

activity. Throughout the group sessions the therapist
shourd be intent on ensuring that each group member has

ampre opportunity to be heard and acknowredged. The

existence of ongoing opportunity to be validated by others
and to respond to others can herp faciritate in each

participant an increasingry crear sense of serf in reration
to others. thus a group setting may become a primary
relationar context for ongoing varidation as a relational
serf. Each participant is provided with a rerationar
context which supports in her the development of a sense of
self as competent and effective as she responds to, and is
responded to by others. Group members can derive support
and validation through shared experiences and concerns, and

they can practice and enhance rerationar skilrs and

capacities.

Group therapy can arso be a varuabre reraLional
structure in which participants can experience themselves as
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effective in creating and sustaining a relationar context

beyond their primary relationships. This experience can

serve to enhance a sense of serf as rerationally competent

and effective in each group member. The group therapist
should encourage each member to engage in open, honest

interactions through articulation of individual needs,

feelíngs values and perspectives.

Through the practising of relational skills such as

listening and responding to each other's thoughts and

feerings, the women in the group can develop their capacity
for mutually empathic relating. Through mutuar support and

validation, group participants are supported in
acknowledging their rerational needs, skills and capacities.
As group members experience themselves as abre to create,
sustain and effectively participate in rerationar activity,
and as they experience themserves as impacting on each other

through such activity, then each woman Ís further enhanced

as a competent, effective relational being.

One way in which the group therapist may facilitate
relational self-development in group members is by

encouraging each member Lo talk about how the group is
important to her. Through this exercise each participant is
encouraged to articulate her sense of self-in-relationship
and to acknowledge the significance of relational connection

in her life. Each woman can arso be asked to speak of how

she perceives herserf as valuable in reration to other group
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members. rhis exercise is Iike1y to elicit feedback from

the other group participants. Thus, a1l of the v¡omen in the

group may develop a heightened sense of self-in-
relationship, and a sense of self-as-effective and

competent.

Group therapy can become a relational context in which

the growth of the capacity to be in touch with the needs of
self is facilitated among each group member. One way in
which the therapist can encourage the elaboration of this
capacity is by being attentive to group members who are

being attentive to the needs and expectations of other group

members, but do not take their own needs into account. The

group therapist may encourage these \,üomen to speak about

their own needs as well, and to consider these as they

consider how to respond to others. In this v¡ay the r^¡omen

are encouraged to attune to, and reconnect with their inner

seLves. Group participants should not be discouraged from

attending and responding to others, but rather, their
relational capacities which are involved in responsiveness

to others should be highlighted as being valuable.

Through validation, practice and enhancement of

relational skiIls and capacities, and through concomitant

support in attending to and expressing one's ínner

relational needs, values, capacities and differences, the

women in the group may learn to reconcile responsiveness to

other and responsíveness to self. Thus, the ability to
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articurate the relationar self and to develop a crear sense

of self-in-relationship may be enhanced within each group

participant.

As the capacity to be in conflict is a key aspect in
the process of rerationship-differentiation, and as

difficulty around the expression of conflict and difference
is a key factor in the failure in the elaboration of a

relationar self in females with eating dísorders, the

capacity to face conflict and the deveropment of conflict
negotiation skills should be incruded as an important goal
of group therapy. rt is probably wise for the therapist to
gradually introduce the issue of conflict to the group,

allowing each participant to express her fears and concerns

around this issue. As the fear of rerational disconnection
is expressed by women in the group, the therapist. may then

ask the vÍomen to brainstorm ways in which relational
connection can be sustained whire issues of confrict are

faced.

The group setting can be rich with opportunity for
helping group members find ways to sustain connection within
the group white expressing conflicting views, unacceptable
feelings and ways in which one is different from others.
The therapist shourd encourage each person to speak openly.
As group members are supported and varidated in expressions
of difference by the therapist and by each other, and as

they come to discover how facing and working through or
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accepting differences can deepen the experience of

relational connection, they are IikeIy to grov¡ more

comfortable with expressing indivÍdual needs and concerns.

The ability to resist cultural forces which do not

support female identity development and which contribute to

the development of eating disorders in females, should be

considered as an important therapeutic goal. As in other

therapeutic contexts, it is important that the therapist
identify the cultural valuation of separation and autonomy,

the cultural image of the ideal v¡oman, and the cultural
pressure for women to be thin as forces which impact

negatively on women. The therapist may then facititate
discussion on the superwonan rore moder and the varues and

ideals which it represents. Group members may be asked to

describe this role model individually in writing, and to

then share their descriptions in the large group. The

therapist may then call upon each woman to talk about the

positive and negative aspects of the superwoman in reration
to herself. Through this exercise, group particípants are

encouraged to consider their individual needs and values as

they consider external expectatÍons, and to critically
evaruate these expectations in reration to their own needs

and values.

Another strategy which may function to help group

participants develop resistance involves faciritating group

discussion on the impact of nedia on women's pursuit of
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appropriate anger, as well as read the women to begin to
question the ideal of thinness. The therapist may suggest a

group action which amounts to an expression of resistance,
such as writing letters to women's magazines. An activity
such as letter-v¡riting in which women speak out against the
curtural pressure to be thin puts the group participants
squarely in a criticar position vis a vis culturar forces
which have contributed to their eating disorders, and it
better enabres them to resist these forces. rhis retter-
writing exercise courd arso be used to protest magazine

articles which the young vùomen discern to be pronoting
unhealthy aspirations in girls and women. The group
partícipants may be asked to come to a therapy session with
such an article. Each woman can read or summaríze her
selected article to the group and say why she berieves her
chosen articre promotes an unrealistic rifestyle for women.

rn this way group members can be encouraged to articulate
their personal visions for the future and to stand in
conf lict with prevailing ideals for \4romen.

Providing crients with factual information can arso be

a varuabre part of buirding resistance to culturar forces
whích deter healthy femare identity deveropment. For
exampre, information such as the unhealthy consequences of
dieting, the unrearistic nature of the thin body-idear, and

the rerationship between dieting and eating dísorders can
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herp to empo\^¡er women to charlenge the culturar pressure to
be thin.

Advocating For preventive trleasures

The centrarity of faired rerational serf development to
the identity issues in femares with eating disorders, and

the rore of curturar forces ín this failure point to the

need to estabrish relational contexts and support for
resisting unhealthy curtural forces as two key erements

around which preventive measures against eating disorders
are buiIt.

For young women whose rerational self deveropment has

been curtaired in their primary developmental context,
having avairabre to them supportive rerationar contexts

which encourage articulation of the rerational self and

provide a framework in which they are encouraged to identify
and charrenge the curtural pressure to be thin, the curturar
valuation of separation and autonomy and the curturar image

of the idear woman may serve to reduce the incidence of
eating disorders among females.

It may be particularly valuable to advocate for
supportive relationar contexts for young women on correge

and university campuses. According to Kaplan, êt. âI,
(L985), for young women who lack supportive networks,

universities in which independent, competitive achievement

is emphasized, can be an experience which often reaves them

feering isolated and precipitates depression or eating
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disorders. If women could find support for the development,

articulation and expression of their core sense of self
within major institutions such as universities, then their
identity development would more like1y be facilitated rather

than discouraged. Women in contemporary western culture
should be encouraged to establish ongoing relational
contexts in their work and learning environments. These

contexts could help them to overcome obstacles to their
identity development which may exist within their primary

attachments and the culture at large. As well, these

relational contexts could provide women with support in
resisting cultural forces which teach women to deny their
relational selves and to devalue their relational skills and

wi sdom.

High schools, colleges and universities may be ideal

settings in which to set up networks or special interest
groups for young v¡omen. In view of the rising incidence in
eating disorders and the particular vulnerability of

adolescent and young adult females to developing these

problems, educational institutions should concern themselves

with developing programming that is supportive of female

development and that would thereby act as a preventive

measure. The establishment of such programming may be

particularly important ín educational settings. These

settings are found to emphasize values and \^rays of learning

which are grounded in an experience of self as separate and
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autonomous in their emphasis on autonomous functioning and

competitive achievement, which pit individuals against each

other and leave women feeling isolated; and they are found

to devalue knowledge and ways of learning that emerge

through an experíence of self that is primarily and

fundamentally centred in relational connection (Belenky, et.
âI, 1986; KapIan, €t. âI, 1985 ) .

Counselling services, guidance programs, psychology

departments, women's studies programs and women's centres on

campuses could help to establish groups and networks for
female students which provide $¡omen with a framework for
relational self expression, which support needs for
interdependence, and which encourage relational skills and

values. Different groups could focus on particular areas of

interest such as a discussion or action group whose purpose

is to identify and challenge current cultural expectations

of women. A network could be established on campus for
women who feel isolated. A support group for students who

are experiencing weight, and body image concerns could

provide the opportunity to participate in ongoing, mutually

supportive and validating relational activity while at the

same time providing a forum for women to examine cultural
infruences which contribute to their weight, concerns. such

a support group coul-d help to prevent participants' weight

concerns from leading to eating disorders. periodic

information sessions on such topics as fat prejudice, the
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facts and myths on weight and dieting, female relational
capacities and the impact of the superwoman roLe model could

be open to the general student population. Group discussion

opportunities for female students could include topics such

as the impact of media images upon how women relate to

themselves. A support group in which young women can share

their visions of and concerns for the future can provide

women with relational contexts in which to challenge

societal expectations of women which are unsupportive of

their core sense of self. In general, group activities can

function as relational contexts which validate \,r¡omen's core

sense of self and which support and facilitate their
relatíonal Iine of deveJ-opment.

The results of this study also point to the need to

advocate for change in faculties such as psychology, social

work and education which teach human development,

counselling and therapyr so that credence and due

consideration is given to relaLional lines of development,

and so that gender sensitive counselling and therapy

approaches are developed among male and female caregivers.

This could lead to a more accurate understanding of the

identity issues in females with eating disorders among

academics who prepare individuals for the care-giving

professions, and hence among future caregivers.
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